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This monograph deals with linking systems and their close relations to 
matroids. Before proceeding to a more strict discussion (chapters 0-7) we 
give an informal introduction. 
a. MA'l'ROIDS 
Suppose we have a finite set X and a collection I of subsets of X. Let 
furthermore a "capacity" function c from X into the set of nonnegative real 




as large as possible, An "obvious" manner to find such a set could be the 
following (the so-called greedy algorithm), in which we may suppose, with-
out loss of generality, that if B c A E I, then B E I ( I is monotonic) : 
(1) choose xl E X such 
(2) choose x2 E X\{x1 } 
sible; 
(3) choose x 3 E X\{x1 
possible; 
(4) 
that {xl} E I and 
such that {xl ,x2} 
c(x1 ) is as large as possible; 
E 1 and c(x2 ) is as large as pos-
} EI and c(x3 ) is as large as 
However, this algorithm needs not always deliver an optimal set in I. If, 
for a certain nonempty monotonic collection I, the greedy algorithm 
leads indeea a1.ways (.1..e. for every capacity function c) to a set in I with 




An alternative ("capacity free") definition of a matroid (X,1) is: I 
is a nonempty monotonic collection of subsets of X such that if A,B EI 
and IAI < fBI then Au {b} EI for some b E B\A. This second definition can 
be interpreted more geometrically; e.g. if I is the collection of affinely 
independent subsets of a finite affine space X, then (X,I) is a matroid. In 
an analogous way projective and linear spaces yield matroids (then consider 
projectively and linearly independent subsets, respectively). Therefore, 
given a matroid (X,I), the subsets of X in I are called the independent sets 
of the matroid. 
So first motivations for the concept of matroid can arise from geome-
try and from optimization theory. 
Matroid theory has its origin in the 1930s when VAN DER WAERDEN in his 
book "Moderne Algebra" first approached linear and algebraic independence 
axiomatically, and Wt!ITNEY introduced the term matroid and investigated 
structural properties of matroids, inspired by his graph-theoretical re-
search. 
VAN DER WAERDEN proved that (i) the collection of linearly independent 
subsets of a linear space and (ii) the collection of over F algebraically 
independent subsets of a field extension of some field F satisfy the axioms 
of a matroid. This was used by VAN DER WAERDEN to unify his argumentations. 
Wt!ITNEY showed that those sets of edges of an undirected graph that do not 
contain any circuit form (the collection of independent sets of) a matroid 
(the cycle matroid); also that those sets of edges that do not contain any 
cutset form a matroid (the cocycle matroid). Wt!ITNEY proved that the cycle 
matroids of exactly the planar graphs are (iso,,1orphic to) the cocycle 
matroid of some (other) graph. Also Wt!ITNEY examined, with the help of 
matroids, the problem: when is a graph completely determined by its col-
lection of circuits? So Wt!ITNEY introduced matroids to obtain insight in 
graph-theoretical problems. 
An important result of RADO (1942) is an extension of the marriage 
theorem of P. HALL. When does a family of subsets (A1 , ... ,An) of a matroid 
(X,1) have an independent "system of distinct representatives" (SDR), that 
is, when does there exist distinct elements x 1 E A1 , ... ,xn E An such that 
{x1 , ... ,xn} is in 1? RADO showed that this is the case if and only if 
the rank of each union of sets A. is at least the number of sets forming 
l. 
that union (the rank of a subset A of Xis the maximum cardinality of an 
independent set contained in A). 
a 
Except for some isolated work of BIRKHOFF, MACLANE and DILWORTH on the 
lattice-theoretical and geometric aspects of matroid theory the subject 
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was left practically untouched until TUTTE proved in 1958 and 1959 two dif-
ficult theorems that gave characterizations of (i) matroids which are the 
cycle matroid of a graph, and (ii) matroids which are representable over 
each field (a matroid is representable over a field F if the matroid is em-
beddable in a vector space over F, with the linearly independent subsets as 
independent sets). These results are fundamental for the theory. TUTTE also 
tried to solve the Four Colour problem, inter alia with the help of matroids; 
this produced some interesting conjectures (for instance, does there exist 
for each directed graph without bridges a "flow" function from the arrows 
into GF(5)\{0}, such that in each point of the graph the sum of the incoming 
flows is equal to the sum of the outgoing flows? From the Five Colour theo-
rem it follows that the answer is "yes" for planar directed graphs). 
A big impulse to the more recent development of matroid theory was 
given by the work of EDMONDS. In 1965 EDMONDS and Fur.KERSON discovered a 
new class of matroids, the so-called transversal matroids. These are ob-
tained as follows. Let (A1, ••• ,An) be a family of subsets of a set X and 
define I as the collection of partial SDR's, that is I consists of all sets 
of the form {x1 , ••• ,¾} such that x 1 E Ai 1 , •.• ,xk E Aik for some distinct 
i 1, ••• ,ik. Then (X,I) is a matroid. This insight has been of much impor-
tance for the transversal theory. 
In 1965 as well EDMONDS proved the "covering theorem" and the "pack-
ing theorem". The covering theorem says that a matroid (X,1) can be cover-
ed by k independent subsets if and only if for each subset A of X we 
have 
The packing theorem asserts that (X,1) has k disjoint bases (a base of a 
matroid is a maximal independent subset) if and only if for each subset A 
of X 
k•rank(A) + Jx\AJ ~ k•rank(X). 
These theorems have as simple consequences (previously difficultly proved) 
theorems on graphs of TUTTE (1961) and NASH-WILLIAMS (1961,1964) (e.g. de-
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termining the maximal number of disjoint spanning trees in an undirected 
graph), a theorem determining the maximal number of disjoint bases of a 
vector space due to HORN (l.955) and several old and new results in trans•·· 
versal theory. 
a 
In 1968 PERFECT discovered the following new class of matroids. Let G 
be a directed graph with "source" vertex v, and let X be a subset of the 
vertices. 'l'hen the sets of endpoints of paths starting in v, ending in X, 
and being pairwise disjoint (outside v itself) form a matroid on X; these 
matroids are called gammoids. So matroid theorems are applicable in network 
analysis as well. 
Suppose now we have two matroids (X,I) and (X,J) on the same set X, 
How many elements can a common independent set have? The "intersection 
theorem" of EDMONDS (1970) tells that this number is equal to the minimal 
value of rank1 (A) + rank;(X\A), where Ac X. Of course, this theorem can be 
applied again in transversal theory (does a common SDR exist?), network 
analysis, graph theory and linear algebra. The advantage of this theorem as 
a matroid theorem is that now also "mixed" applications are possible. For 
instance, if G is a directed graph with points in a. vector space the inter-
section theorem then gives an answer to the question: what is the maximal 
number of linearly independent vectors attainable from some source via dis-
joint paths? 
'1.'he more recent research in matroid theory may be divided into a number of 
directions (of course with interactions between them) among wh.ich aret 
(i) the d.irection of discrete optimization (finding algorithms and "min-
max" relations for problems involving matroids; a central problem .i.s 
how to handle the intersection of three matroids); 
(ii) a direction investigating the geometric and lattice-theoretical as-
pects of matroids (a major problem is the so-called critical problem, 
given a matroid, what is the minimal number of hyperplanes such that 
their intersection is empty (a hyperplane is a maximal subset of the 
matroid with rank one less than the rank of the total matroid); solv-
ing this problem yields answers to many other open questions in com-
binatorics); 
(iii a more or less theoretical direction (e.g. characterizing matroids 
representable over a certain field) . 
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'I'he investigations described in the present monograph may be considered as 
partially in the first and partially in the third direction. 
The recent book "Matroid theory" of WELSH gives a good introduction 
and a comprehensive survey of the results obtained in matroid theory. 
b. LINKING SYSTEMS 
In 1969 PERFEC'l' proved the following theorem. Let (x,1) be a matroid 
and let (X,Y,E) be a bipartite graph. Define J as the collection of all sub-
sets Y' of Y such that Y' is matched in the bipartite graph with a set X' 
in I (X' and Y' are called matched with each other if there are disjoint 
edges ) , ••. , (xn,yn) such that X' = {x1 , ... ,xn} and Y' , ..• ,yn}). 
Then (Y ,J) again is a matroid .. A corollary of this theorem is that trans-
versal matroids indeed are matroids. PERFECT's theorem has been a starting 
point for research in so-called induced matroids. BRUALDI (1971) proved 
that PERFEC'l'' s theorem also holds when we have a directed graph instead of 
a bipartite graph as a "medium" between X and Y. In this case X' and Y' are 
called matched if )X' I = !Y' 1 and there are IX' I pairwise disjoint paths 
starting in X' and ending in Y' . 'l'ogether with MASON he also gave a formula 
for the rank of the induced matroid (Y,J). BRUALDI also obtained a formula 
which, given a directed graph (Z,E) and matroids (X,I) and (Y,J) on subsets 
X and Y of Z, determines the maximal cardinality of a set X' re I which is 
matched .in the directed graph with a set Y' in J. 'l'his last result is a 
combination of both MBNGER's theorem (by taking trivial matroids) and 
EDMONDS' intersection theorem (by taking a directed graph without edges). 
In 1958 MENDELSOHN and DULMAGE showed the following property of match·· 
ings in bipartite graphs. Let (X,Y,E) be a bipartite graph and suppose that 
and are matched with each other, and similarly, that and Y2 are 
matched with each other ,x2 c X; ,Y2 c Y). Then one can also find a 
matched pair X', Y' such that x 1 c X' c x 1 u x 2 and c Y' c u Y2 . ·rhis 
property, the Mendelsohn-Dulmage property, holds also for infinite graphs 
(as ORE showed in 1962), and the well-known Schroder-Bernstein theorem is 
an early precursor of it. 
Again, the Mendelsohn-Dulmage property has been extended (in the ob-·· 
vious way) to matchings in directed graph mediums, namely in 1968 by PERFECT. 
Indeed the Mendelsohn-Dulmage property is the bas(~ of our research in 
li.nking systems. We show that many of the theorems on matro.ids induced by 
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bipartite or directed graphs can be extended to the case where the medium 
is some system which links sets in a Mendelsohn-·Dulmage way. To be more 
precise, we define a linking system as a triple (X,Y,A), such that X and Y 
are finite sets and A is a nonempty collection of pairs (X',Y'), consisting 
of a subset X' of X and a subset Y' of Y, with the properties: 
(i) if (X' ,Y') E A and x E: X', then (X'\{x},Y'\{y}) E /\ for some y E Y'; 
(ii) if (X',Y') EA and y E Y', then (X'\{x},Y'\{y}) E /\ for some XE X'; 
(iii) if 
C X' 
EA and (x2 ,Y2J EA then there exists (X',Y') E /\ such that 
c x1 u x2 and Y2 c Y' c u Y2 . 
Clearly, condition (iii) corresponds with the Mendelsohn-Dulmage property. 
So the class A of matched pairs of subsets in bipartite and directed graphs 
satisfy the conditions (i), (ii) and (iii). 
Also the following class of pairs satisfies (i), (ii) and {iii). Let X 
and Y be the row collection and column collection, respectively, of a 
matrix M. Define A as the set of pairs (X',Y') such that X' c X and Y' c Y 
and the submatrix MI X' x Y' is nonsingular. Simple linear algebraic 
methods show that (i), (ii) and (iii) are fulfilled for this class A. 
So obtaining results for the induction of matroids by linking systems 
a.lso yields properties for matroids induced by matrices. 
Among the theorems obtained on this induction are the following ones. 
(1) Let (X, I) be a matioid and let (X, Y ,Al be a linking system; then 
(Y,h/\.) is a matroid, where I*A = {Y' I (X' ,Y') E A for some X' E 1}. 
(2) Let (X,1) and (Y,J) be matroids and let (X,Y,/\) be a linking system; 
then the maximal cardinality of a set X' EI such that (X',Y') EA for 
some Y' E J equals the minimal value of 
(X\X') + A(X',Y') + rankJ(Y\Y'), 
for X' c X and Y' c Y (where A (X' , Y') equals the maximal cardinality 
of the sets in a pair (X",Y"l EA such that X" c X' and Y" c Y'; A is 
called the linking function). 
(3) Again let (X,I) and (Y,J) be matroids and let (X,Y,i\) be a linking 
system; suppose E 1 and 
Y1 ,Y2 E J; then (X',Y') EA for some X' EI and Y' E J such that 
c ' and Y2 c cJlJY' (the closure ' of a set X' E I equals 
X' u {x E X X' u {x} ,I: I}; c!L] is defined similarly). 
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'l'he first theorem is, obviously, an extension of the mentioned results 
of PERFECT and BRUALDI on matroids and bipartite or directed graphs. The 
second result generalizes a theorem of BRUALDI as well. As a corollary of 
(2) for matrices we have, e.g., the following. Let M be a matrix with row 
collection X and column collection Y; suppose A = (Ai \ j_ E I) and 
B = (B. I i EI) are (finite) families of subsets of X and Y, respectively. 
l. 
Then A has an SDR X' and B has an SDR Y' such that the submatrix MI X' x Y' 
is nonsingular, if and only if the rank of the subrnatrix MI (j xk~K Bk) 
is at least !JI+ IKI - III, for each J,K c I. This extends a result of 
FORD and FuLKERSON on the existence of common SDR's for two families of 
sets. 
Theorem (3) implies results of KuNDU and LAWLER (1973) and McDIARMID 
(1976). Clearly, it also extends axiom (iii) for a linking system to a 
matroid level. 
Looking closer to the structure of linking systems the following turns 
out to be the case. Let (X,Y,J't) be a linking system. For the moment we sup-
pose that X and Y are disjoint. Define 
B {(X\X') u Y' I (X',Y') EAL 
Then the set B always is the collection of bases of a matroid on Xu Y. 
Since (0,0) EA we have that also X itself is a base of this matroid. Con-
versely, if (XUY, I) is a matroid, where X is a base of this matroid and Y is 
disjoint from X, then the collection 
A {(X',Y') IX' c X,Y' c Y, (X\X') u Y' is a base of the 
matroid} 
satisfies the conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) for a linking system. Hence 
linking systems may be characterized as "matroids with a preferred base". 
So linking· systems do not form any "new" structure: each theorem on link-
ing systems can be transformed into a matroid theorem, The reason why we 
have persisted in formulating our theorems in terms of linking systems 
(and matroids) is that most of the results lose a lot of their expressive-
ness and relevance if formulated only in terms of matroids. A linking 
system reflects better the "bipartite" structure of the theorems than a 
matroid does, E,g. transforming the three above mentioned theorems on 
matroids and linking systems in pure matroid terms would yield rather odd 
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results (but, as must be said, sometimes also trivial results). Neverthe·--
less, our proofs often heavily leans on the matroid-like structure of link-
ing systems; of course, if necessary we use known matroid theorems to ob--· 
tain results on linking systems. 
To get some insight in the intrinsical structure of linking systems 
define for each linking system (X, Y, A) its under.Iy.ing bipartite graph 
(X, by 
(x,y) E EA if and only if ({x},{y}) € A. 
The underlying bipartite graph tells something about the linking system it--· 
self, e.g. 
(4) if (X',Y') EA then X' and Y' are matched in the bipartite graph 
(X,Y,EA); 
(5) if there is exactly one matching between X' and Y' in the bipartite 
graph, then (X',Y') EA. 
Clearly, these results have implications for matroids (with a preferred 
base) as well: the first result was, in terms of matroids, obtained earlier 
by BRUALDI (1969), and the second one, independently, by KROGDAHL (1975). 
These results turn out to be useful in the analysis of algorithms on 
matroids. 
Also results have been obtained on forming "new" linking systems from 
(6) let (X,Y, and (Y,Z, be linking systems and let A1 be the col-
lection of all pal.rs (X',Z') such that (X',Y') E and (Y',Z') E: 
for some Y' C Y; then (X,Z,1\ again is a linking system; 
(7) let (X,Y, and (X,Y, ) be linking systems and let 1\ V consist 
of all pairs (X' UX" ,Y' UY") such that (X' ,Y') E \, (X", Y") E and 
X' n X" = jZJ = Y' 17 Y"; then (X,Y,1\ ) again is a linking system. 
In all cases where we form new matroids or linking systems from older ones 
we give an expltcit formula for the rank or linking function of the new 
matroid or linking system, 1n terms of the older ones. This often yields 
new m.in-max relations in terms of old min-max relations. As an example 
consider theorem (2) above. Let (X,1) be a transversal matro1d, say I 
be the collection of partial SDR's of the collection A J i ,: I) of 
b 
subsets of x. By the well-known Konig-Hall theorem the rank function of 
this matroid is given by: 
min 
JcI 
11\JI + jx• n U Ajl• 
jEJ 
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Let (Y,J) be a matroid obtained from a vector space by linear independence; 
that is let Y be embedded in a vector space and let J be the collection of 
linearly independent subsets of Y. Then the rank1 (Y') of a subset Y' of Y 
equals the minimal cardinality of a subset Y" of Y' such that Y' is con-
tained in the linear span of Y". Finally let (X, Y, A) be a linking system 
obtained from a directed graph (Z,E), with X and Y subsets of Z. MENGER's 
theorem implies that the linking function\ is determined by: \(X',Y') is 
equal to the minimal cardinality of a set of points intersecting each path 
from X' to Y' (for X' c X and Y' c Y). Now applying theorem (2) on this 
whole gives us that the maximal cardinality of a partial SDR of A matched 
in the directed graph (Z,E) with a linearly independent set of vectors in 
Y equals the minimal value of 
where Jc I, Y' c Y and Z' intersects each path from .U A. tQ Y\[Y'] 
J<,J' J' 
(in this [Y'] stands for the linear span of Y'). This result itself, only 
meant as an illustration, also follows from the above mentioned theorem 
of BRUALDI. 
We have also studied other discrete optimization aspects of linking 
systems. Linear programming problems are often solved by using techniques 
on certain convex polyhedra. To handle matroid problems in this way EDMONDS 
introduced polymatroids as polyhedra with certain "matroid-like" properties. 
Many matroid theorems have their analogue (in fact: extension) for poly-
matroids; we shall present a polyhedral analogue of a linking system and we 
shall show that also many properties of matroids and linking systems hold 
for their polyhedral extensions. 
Finally, we give a rather general, but nevertheless good algorithm 
for solving certain problems involving matroids and linking systems. Let 
(x0 ,I) and (Xk,J) be matroids and let (x0 ,x1,A1), •.• ,(Xk-l'~'\:) be 
linking systems. Suppose furthermore we have functions w0 : x0 ---i,. lR, ... , 
wk: Xk ---r JR. We give an algorithm for finding pairs (x0,x1) E '\, ••• , 
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(Xk_1 ,xk) E Ak such that x0 EI and Xk E 
large as possible (where =' lxEX/ 
more restricted cases yields algorithmt 
(x)). This algorithm applied to 
handling the intersection of two 
and the union of arbitrarily many matroids, and the induction of matroids 
by linking systems. 
c. FURTHER REMARKS 
C 
'I'his tract is divided into eight chapters, numbered from O to 7. Cha_oter 
0 gives some general background on graphs and matroids. The chapters 1 up to 
and including 4 develop the basic theory on linking systems and their rela-
tions to matroids. Chapter 1 gives definitions and examples, whereas chap-
ter 2 exhibits the induction of matroids by linking· systems. In chapter 3 
we study the intrinsical structure of linking systems by means of their 
underlying bipartite graphs, and in chapter 4 we discuss some operations 
defined on linking systems forming other ones. 
In chapter 5 we have a closer look at some special examples of link-
ing systems. The chapters 6 and 7 deal with some optimization aspects of 
linking systems. Chapter 6 extends the previous theory to polymatroids and 
so-called poly-linking systems, and in chapter 7 we display an algorithm 
for solving problems involving matroids and linking systems. 
To obtain a better survey the proofs are printed in a somewhat (15%) 
smaller type; also remarks which are meant as "asides" and which are not 
essential for the main discourse are printed in the smaller type. We have 
tried never to refer in the larger type text to remarks in the smaller 
type (except, sometimes, between brackets). (However, we do not intend to 
imply with this that proofs are to be considered as not essential.) We have 
adopted the handy way of referencing of the book "Matroid theory" of WELSH. 
E.g. F..J)MONDS [67b] refers to a paper of EDMONDS from 1967, where the letter 
is added to avoid confusion. Actually WELSH' book proved to be of great use 
for the present work. Especially the many recent references he gave have 
been of great help. 
The results partially have appeared or will appear also as report or 
in journals or proceedings of conferences. We close this introduction with 
a listing of these papers. 
C 11 
Linking systems, Report ZW 29/74, Mathematical Centre, Amsterdam, 1974. 
Linking systems II, Report ZW 51/75, Mathematical Centre, Amsterdam, 1975. 
Linking systems, matroids and bipartite graphs, .Proceedings Fifth British 
Combinatorial Conference 1975 (C.St.J.A. Nash-Williams & 
J. Sheehan, eds), p. 541-544, Congressus Numerantium XV, Ut.ilitas, 
Winnipeg, 1976. 
The linking of matroids by linking systems, Combinatorics (Proceedings V. 
Hungarian Colloquium on Combinatorics, Keszthely, 1976), 
Coll. Math. Soc. Janos Bolyai 18, North-Holland, Amsterdam, 
1977 (to appear). 
On the structure of deltoids (Sur la structure des deltoides), .Proceedings 
Collogue International. C.N.R.S . .Paris-Orsay 1976 (to appear). 





In this treatise we shall assume familiarity with the usual mathema-
tical symbols, terms and techniques. •ro mention just one of these: GF' (q) 
denotes the field with q elements. Also elementary definitions and results 
from graph and matroid theory are supposed to be known; nevertheless, we 
give a review of those parts of graph and matroid theory which are essen-
tial for the next chapters, also because there does not exist complete 
standardization of their terminology. 
Oa. GRAPHS 
We shall frequently make use of bipartite and directed graphs (among 
the books on graph theory are BoNDY & MURTY [76], HARARY [69 WILSON [72]). 
A bipart.ite graph is defined as a triple (X,Y,E), where X and Y are 
disjoint finite sets and E c Xx Y, that is, E consists of ordered pairs 
(x,y), with x E X and y E Y. 'fhe elements in X and Y are called the po.ints 
or vertices, and the elements of E are named edges or arrows of the bi·-· 
partite graph. Sometimes a bipartite graph is represented by points in the 
plane (representing the vertices of the graph) and lines or arrows between 
points which together form a pair in E (an arrow (x,y) has as i.ts tail x 
and as its heady). An example of a bipartite graph is (X,Y,XXY), the 
complete bipartite graph. 
A matching in a bipartite graph is a collect.ion of arrows 
{ } such that , ... ,yn are all distinct; the 
matching then is called between (or from) {x1 , ... ,x} and (to) {y1 , .. qy}. 
If such a matching exists, 
in E (with each other). 
. n n 
, ... ,x} and {y1 , ..• ,y} are called matched n n 
A theorem of KONIG [31] says that, given a bipartite graph (X,Y,E) and 
subsets X' of X and Y' of Y, the maximal cardinality of a matching between 
a subset of X' and a subset of Y' equals the minimal value of lx"l + IY"I, 
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where X" c X' and Y" c Y', and each edge in X' x Y' has its tail in X" or 
its head in Y". It is easy to see that this is equal to 
min Jx•\x"J + jE(X") n Y'I, 
xncx' 
and also to 
(Y") n x• I, 
where E(X") = {y E Y J (x,y) E E for some x E X"} and 
-1 
E (Y") = {x E X (x,y) E E for some y E Y"}. 
This theorem clearly also yields necessary and sufficient conditions 
for a pair of subsets to be matched in E. 
A theorem of M. HALL [48] implies that if X' and Y' are matched in E 
and there is exactly one matching between X' and Y' then for some x EX' 
there is exactly one y E Y' such that (x,y) EE (except when X' = Y' = 0). 
A circuit in a bipartite graph is a set of edges of the form 
) ' 
schematically represented by 
A bipartite graph is connected if it is not the "disjoint sum" of other bi--
partite graphs; the (connected) components of a bipartite graph are the 
maximal connected sub-bipartite graphs of the bipartite graph. 
Closely related to matchings in bipartite graphs are transversals of 
families of sets (cf. MIRSKY [ 71]) • A transversal or system of dist.inct re-
presentatives (SDR) of a family A= i = 1, ... ,n) of subsets of a set 
Y, is a set of the fonn {y1 , •.. ,yn} where y 1 , ... ,yn are distinct and 
E A1 , ..• , E: An. Now in the bipartite graph ,E), where 
Oa 15 
E 
we find that A and a subset Y' of Y are matched iff Y' is a transversal of 
A. 
A directed graph or digraph is a pair (Z,E) in which Z is a finite set, 
the set of points or vertices, and Eis a subset of Z x Z, the elements of 
which are called edges or arrows. Again, for an edge (x,y), xis called its 
tail and y its head. A (directed) path (from x0 to¾) in a digraph (Z,E) 
is an ordered set of vertices (x0 , .•. ,xk) such that (x0 ,x1), .•• ,(xk-l'xk) 
are arrows of the digraph (k~O) and x0 , ••• ,¾ are all distinct, except, 
possibly, x0 = xk. In case x0 = xk the path is called a (directed) cycle 
(provided k>O). x0 is the starting point and xk the end point of the path. 
Two paths are called (vertex-)disjoint if they have no point in com-
mon. A collection of pairwise vertex-disjoint paths is called a matching, 
being between (or: from) the set of starting points and (to) the set of 
end points of paths in the collection. Again, X' and Y' are called matched 
(with each other) (in E) if there is a matching from X' to Y'. 
Digraphs form an extension of bipartite graphs; an extension of KONIG's 
theorem is the theorem of MENGER [27]. Let (Z,E} be a digraph and let 
X,Y c Z. Then the maximal cardinality of a matching between a subset of X 
and a subset of Y equals the minimal cardinality of a set of vertices in-
tersecting each path from X to Y. This last is equal to 
and to 
min I (XUE (Z')) \Z' I, 
z•cz\y 
min I (YuE-1 (Z')) \Z' I, 
z•cz\x 
where E(Z') = {z E Z I (z',z) EE for some z' E Z'} and 
E- 1 (Z') = {z E z (z,z') EE for some z' E Z'}. 
Finally we give a nice relation between matchings in directed graphs 
and those in bipartite graphs, found by INGLETON & PIFF [73], Let (Z,E) 
be a digraph. Define the bipartite graph (Z,~,D) where z and z are two 
disjoint copies of Z, by 
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(x,y_) ED if and only if x y or (x,y) EE. 
Then subsets X and Y of z are matched in E if and only if Z\Y and Z\X are 
matched in D. 
Ob. MATROIDS 
A good introduction to and account of the present state of affairs in 
matroid theory forms the book of Wl:!:LSH [76]. 
A matroid is a pair (X,I), where Xis a finite set and I is a nonempty 
collection of subsets of X satisfying the conditions 
(i) if Ac BE I then A E 1; 
(ii) if A,B EI and IAI < Isl then Au {b} EI for some b E B\A. 
The elements of I are the independent sets of the matroid. 
A matroid determines a rank function p: P (X) -+ ZZ , where p (X') equals 
the maximal cardinality of an independent subset of X'. One can prove that 
any function p: P(X)-+ ZZ is the rank function of some matroid if and only 
if 
(il o s p (x') s Ix' I ; 
(ii) if X" c X' c x, then p(X") s p(X'); 
(iii) if X', X" C x, then p(X'nX") + p(X'uX") :5 p(X') + p(X") (i.e. pis 
submodular). 
The rank of the matroid (X,1) is, by definition, p(X). 
A base of a matroid is an independent subset not contained in another 
one. A nonempty collection B of subsets of a set Xis the collection of 
bases of a matroid if and only if 
(i) no set in Bis contained in another set in B; 
(ii) if s 1 ,a2 EB and x E a1 then (B1 \{x})u {y} E 8 for some y E B2 • 
It follows that all bases have the same cardinality. Clearly, each matroid 
is determined by its rank function, and also by its collection of bases. 
* The dual matroid M of a matroid M (X,1) is the matroid on X which 
* one obtains by taking as bases for M all sets X\B, where Bis a base of M. 
* * The rank function p of M satisfies 
* p (X') jx•I + p(X\X'l - p(Xl 
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for X' c X (p being the rank function of M). 
Given a matroid (X,I) (with rank function p) and a subset X' of X, the 
restriction MI X' of M to X' is the matroid (X',InP(X')). The rank func-
tion of MIX' clearly equals p I P(X'). The contraction M•X' equals the 
matroid (M* j X')*; it follows from the above that the rank function p•X' 
is given by 
p ( (X\X') UX") - p (X\X') 
for X" c X'. Also it is easy to see that, given a maximal independent sub-
set X'" of X\X', a subset X" of X' is independei;it in M•X' if and only if 
X" u X"' E I. A minor of a matroid is a contraction of a restriction of the 
matroid (contraction and restriction commute). 
The circuits and cocircuits of a matroid M = (X,I) are the minimal 
non-independent sets of Mand , respectively. It can be proved that, 
given a base B of a matroid (X,1) and x E X\B, there is a unique circuit 
contained in Bu {x}. A (co)loop is an element of X which is, as a single-
ton, a (co)circuiL 
The closure operator ct1 of a matr.oid M 
is a function from P(X) to P(X), given by 
(X,I) (with rank function p) 
{x E X I p (X' u {x}) p (X')} 
for subsets X' of X. Then p(c.Q,1 (x')) = p(X') and (cJ!,1 (x')) = ct1 (x'). 
Furthermore, if X' E 1 and x J X', then x r::· c9,1 (x') -x• u {x} J L 
A matroid (X,1) is connected if for each two different elements in X 
there exists a circuit containing both of them. If Mis connected, also 
is connected. 'l'he (connected) components are the maximal connected minors 
of a matroid. 
The s-truncation of a matroid (X, I) is the matroid (X, I') where 1' 
consists of all sets in I with cardinality at mosts. 
So far the theory has been developed mainly by WHITNEY [35]. 
Examples and c.lasses of matroi.ds M = (X, 1) now follow. 
( ) UnLform matroids (Xis a set with n elements and each subset with ,n 
at most k elements is in 1). 
(2) Graphic matroids (X being the set of edges of an undirected graph and 
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I consists of all collections of edges which do not contain a circuit; 
M also is called the cycle matroid of the graph (WHITNEY [35]) l, 
(3) Cographic matro.ids (X being the set of edges of an undi.rected graph and 
I consists of all sets of edges which do not contain a cutset; in this 
case one calls M the cocycle matroid of the graph (WHITNEY [35])). 
(4) Matroids (linearly) representable over some field F (Xis the collection 
of columns of a matrix over F and I consists of all linearly independent 
sets of columns; the matrix is called a (matrix-)representation of the 
matroid (WHI'rNEY [35], VAN DER WAERDEN [37])). 
(5) B.iriary matroids (matroids representable over GF(2)). 
(6) .Regular matroids (matroids representable over each field). 
(7) Gammoids (X being a subset of the set of vertices of a directed graph 
(Z,E), with special set zo C z, whereas I consists of all subsets X' of 
X such that there is a matching from some subset of zo to X' (PERFECT [68])). 
(8) Transversal matroids (in this case there is a bipartite graph (X, Y ,E) 
and I consists of all subsets X' of X which are matched in E with an 
Y' c Y (EDMONDS & FuLKERSON [65])). 
(9) Str.ict gram.maids (as gammoids, but with X = Z). 
( 0) (Strict) deltoids (X u for some bipartite graph ,E) and 
1 consists of all subsets (X 1 \x1) u x2 such that some subset of x1 is 
matched with ; the base x1 is called a principa..I base) . 
( 11) A.Igebraic matroids ( X being a subset of a field extension of some field 
F and I being the collect.ion of all over F algebraically independent. 
subsets of X (VAN DER WAERDEN [37])). 
( 2) The Fano m.atroid (X is the set of points of the projective plane of 
order 2 and the collection of bases consists of all sets with 3 points, 
except the seven lines of the plane) 
( 13) The Vamos matro.id (X = { ,b1 ,a2 ,b2 ,a3 ,b3 ,a4 ,b4 } and 
with 4 elements except {a1 ,b1 ,a2 ,b2 }, {a1 ,b 1 ,a3 ,b3 }, 
{ a2 ' { a2, b 2' } ) . 
bases are all sets 
{a1,b1, }, 
There are many interrelations between the several classes and examples. 
The cocycle mat.raids are exactly the duals of the cycle rna.troids. The clas---
ses of uni.form matroids, over F linearly represent.able matroids, binary 
mat.roids, regular mat.raids, gam.moids, respect.i.vely, are closed under taking 
duals and minors. The class of strict deltoids is closed under taking duals. 
The classes of graphic matroids and cographic mat.raids are closed under 
taking minors. Each graphic or cographic matroid is regular and hence binary. 
Ob 
A matroid Mis binary iff M does not contain u2 , 4 as a minor (TuTTE 
[65]). A matroid Mis regular iff Mis binary and does not contain as a 
minor the p·ano matroid or its dual (TUTTE [58, 59 J). The Fano matroid is 
representable only over fields of characteristic 2. 
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Each matroid linearly representable over Fis algebraic over F (PIFF 
[69]). 'fhe Vamos matroid is non-algebraic (INGLETON & MAIN [75 ]) . Strict 
deltoids, transversal matroids, strict gammoids and gammoids are represent-
able over almost every field (PIFF & WELSH [70], MASON [72]). The class of 
transversal matroids is closed under taking restrictions, while the class 
of strict gammoids is exactly the class of duals of transversal matroids 
(INGLETON & PIFF [73]). Hence the class of strict gammoids is closed under 
taking contractions. Since the classes of gammoids and transversal matroi.ds, 
respecti.vely are exactly the classes of restricti.ons of strict gammoids and 
strict deltoids, respectively, i.t follows that the class of gammoids is the 
class of minors of strict deltoids. Also it follows, that the classes of 
ga.mmoids and strict ga:m:moids, respectively, are equal to the classes of 
contractions of transversal :matroids, and of strict deltoids, respectively. 
The following two matroid theorems we shall frequently use. 
'l'he (matroid) union theorem (EDMONDS & F'ULKERSON [65], EDMONDS [65a], 
NASH-WILLIAMS [66]) says the following. Let be given matroids 
1\ = (x1 ,I1),H.,1\ = (~,Ik) on not necessarily disjoint sets x1, ... ,~, 
and set 
X xl u • .,U xk, 
I 11 v ... v Ik = {xi u ... u xk I x1 E I 1, ... ,~ "- Ik}. 
Then M1 v ..• v ~ = (X,I) again is a :matroid, the union of the matroids 






p_(X"nX.l + lx'\X"[l, 
1. 1. 
(X'cx), where pi i.s the rank function of Mi (i. = 1, ... ,k). 
(Edmonds') intersection theorem (EDMONDS [70]) asserts that given two 
matroids (x,1 1) and (x,I 2), with rank functions p 1 and p2 , respectively, 
the maximum cardi.nali.ty of a common independent set (i.e. a set in 11nI 2 ) 
equals 
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min (pl (X')+p2(X\X')). 
x•cx 




A linking system is a system which "links" sets in a way to be made 
more precise in section la. This kind of linking appears in bipartite and 
directed graphs and in matrices (a matrix links the set of rows with the set 
of columns) ; this is shown in section lb. 'i'he third section of this chapter 
gives the connection of linking systems with a somewhat weaker structure, 
the tabloid (introduced by HOCQUENGHEM). 
la. DEFINITIONS 
In this section we define the concept of a linking system by means of 
axioms for the "collection of linked pairs". As will be seen in theorem 1.2 
an alternative definition in terms of a "linking function" is possible (com-
parable with the alternative definition of a matroid in terms of its rank 
function). 
DEFINITION 1.1. A link.ing system is a triple (X,Y,A), where X and Y are 
finite sets and !I) ,f I\ c P(X) x P(Y), such that 
(i) if (X', Y') E [\ and X E X' then (X'\{x},Y'\{y}) E [\ for some y E: y•. 
' 
(ii) if (X' ,Y') E [\ and y E Y' then (X'\{x},Y'\{y}) E [\ for some X E x1; 
(iii) if (Xl' E A and (X2,Y2) E [\ then there exists an (X' ,Y') E I\ such 
that C X' C Xl u x2 and CY' C yl u Y2. 
The elements of A are called linked pairs. A maximal linked pair in 
(X',Y'), for X' c X and Y' c Y, is a linked pair , Y 1) such t·hat 
c Y' and, in addition, if x 1 c x1 c X', y 1 c Yi c Y' and EI\ then 
x1 ' and Y 1 "' 
From these axioms it follows easily that 
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(iv) if (X' ,Y') E A then /x' I = /Y' I; 
(v) if (X' ,Y') E /\ and X" C X' then (X" ,Y") E /\ for some Y" CY'; 
(vi) if (X',Y') E /\ and Y" CY' then (X",Y") EA for some X" C X'; 
(vii) if X' c X, Y' c Y and (x 1 ,Y 1 ) and (x2 ,Y2 ) are maximal linked pairs in 
(X',Y') then (X 1 ,Y2 ) EA (in particular Jx 1 1 = I /); 
(viii) (0,0) EA. 
In fact the properties (iv, (v), (vi) and (vii) together are sufficient 
to characterize a linking system. 
Each linking system (X, Y, A) determines a Linking function 
A: P(X) x P(Y) ·-+ 2Z, defined by 
A(X' ,Y') max {/x"I [ (X",Y") EA for some X" c X' and Y" c Y'} 
for X' c X and Y' c Y. Conversely a linking system is determined by its 
linking function, since, clearly, 
(X', Y') E A if and only if A (X' ,Y') /x' I /Y' I. 
A characterization of linking functions is given by the following 
theorem, which provides actually an alternative definition of linking 
systems. 
THEOREM L2. Let X and Y be finite sets and let A: P(X) x P(Y) -+2Z. Then 
A is the linking function of a linking system (X,Y,A) if and only if 
( ix) 0 5 ,\ ( X' , Y' ) 5 min { IX' I , I Y' I } 
(x) if X" C X' and Y" CY' then A(X" ,Y") <; A(X' ,Y') 
(X'cx, Y' cY); 
(X'cX,Y'cY); 
(xi} A(X'nX",Y'UY") + A(X'uX",Y'nY") <; A(X',Y') + A(X",Y") 
(X' , X II ex; y' , Y" cy) . 
PROOF_. (1) Let (X,Y,l\) be a linking system, with linking function L Then A 
satisfies clearly the properties (ix) and (x). 
To prove property (xi) let (x 1 ,Y 1) be a maximal linked pair in (X'nX", Y'UY") 
and let (x 2 , Y 2 ) be a maximal linked pair in (X' ux" , Y' nY") , such that 
and 
1a 
A(x 11 ux", Y 1 nY"). 
Now, by axiom (iii) of definition 1. l., there exists an {X3 E /\ with 
and 
y2 y3 c yl u y2 c Y' u Y". 
Using property (v) there is a Y4 c Y3 with the property 
Property (vi) ensures the existence of an x4 c x 3 n X' satisfying 
Since x4 c X' and Y4 n Y' c Y' it is true that 
Now we have 
, I I - I 
The same method applied to Xu and Y n instead of XI and Yr resu.l ts in 
Hence 
{Note that x3 c x~ u X 11 ; y3 c Y' u Y 1~f 
Y2 c Y3 n Y' n Y" .) 
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(2). Let A: P(X) x P(Y) --,. zz satisfy the properties (ix), (x) and (xi); let 
furthermore A= {(X' ,Y') l\(X',Y') = Ix' I = IY' I}. 
We first prove that if X' c X and Y~ c Y, then there are X 11 c Xi;- and yn c Y 1 
such that (X", Y") E A and il(X' ,Y') = Ix" I= IY" I. 
It is immediately clear, that for fixed X' c X the function cr: P(Y) -+ 2Z with 
cr(Y') ;\.(X',Y') is the rank function of a matroid. Therefore, for X' c X and 
Y8 c Y, there is a yn c Y such that 
\(X' ,Y') IY" I A(X' ,Y"). 
By a similar argument one proves the existence of an X n c X ~ such that 
In this manner one finds the required (X", Y") E A. 
Since the axioms (i) and (ii) are symmetric we need only prove axioms (i) and 
(i..Li). 
To prove axiom (i) let (X',Y') EA and x EX'. By properties (ix) and (xi) it 
follows that 
),(X'\{x},Y') 2: A(X',Y') + A(i,l,Y') - ;q{x},Y');,, A(X',Y') 0 - 1 IX'\ { x} I . 
Since also A(X'\{x},Y') s IX'\{x}I, we have 
il(X'\{x},Y') IX'\{x} [. 
Therefore there exists a Y" c Y' such that (X'\{x},Y") E A and A(X'\{x},Y') 
IX"\{x}I IY" I. This implies that Y" = Y'\{y} for some y E Y'. 
generality we may suppose that both (X 1 
in (X 1ux 2 ,Y 1uY 2). 
We first prove that 
From the max.imality of (X 1 ,Y 1) we conclude that for each x E x 2 and y c Y2 
By induction on Ix' I and using property (xi) we find, for each X' c x 2 and 
y E y2 
1a 
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and hence for each y E Y2 
Proceeding in the same manner one arrives at 
Using similar arguments for x2 and Y2 instead of x1 and 11 1 , it follows also 
that 
Hence indeed 
Secondly we have that A(X 1 
[7 
Let (X,Y,/\) be a linking system with linking function L Its dua.l linking 
* system is the system (Y,X,A), with 
~ {(Y',X") (X',Y') E J\}, 
* 
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which clearly is again a linking system. The dual Linking function 
is given by 
,\ then 
* ,\ (Y' ,X") A (X', Y'), 
for Y' c Y and X' c X. 
If x0 c x and Y0 c Y let 
A O { ( X' , Y ' ) E /\ I X' c x0 and Y ' c YO } • 
Then ,A0 ) forms a sub linking system of (X,Y,A) (of course, this is 
again a linking system); its linking function is, clearly, A I X p 
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lb. EXAMPLES 
We now give three examples of linking systems. 
(1) Deltoid linking systems 
Let (X,Y,E) be a bipartite graph (i.e. X and Y are finite sets and 
E c X x Y). X' and Y' are called matched in E if there is a matching .in E 
between X' and Y', that is a bijection a: X'-+ Y' such that (x,a(x)) EE 
for all x EX'. We define~ by 
E 
~ {(X',Y') [ X' and Y' are matched in EL 
E 
Then (X,Y,~E) is a linking system. Clearly, ~E satisfies the axioms (i) 
and (ii) of definition 1.1; a theorem of MENDELSOHN & DuLMAGE [58] implies 
axiom (iii) (the Mendelsohn-Dulmage property). 
'!'he history of this property goes back to the well-known Schroder-Bernstein 
theorem proved in 1898 by F. BERNS'rEIN (cf. FRAENKEL [23] p. 58). The "Mapping 
theorem" of BANACH [24] is slightly stronger than the Schroder-Bernstein theorem: 
if 0: X --+ Y and ,jJ: Y -·+ X a.re injective functions then 0[x 1 J ~ Y\Y 1 and iµ[Y 1 J ~ 
X\x 1 for some x1 c X and Y1 c Y. The Mendelsohn-Dulmage property was extended by 
ORE [62] to the inf.inite case and PERFECT & PYM [66] generalized bot.h BANACH's 
and ORE 1 s result to the theorem: if Xi c X, Y~ c Y and 0: X1 -➔ Y is an injec-
tive mapping and ,JJ: Y' ->- X is an arbitrary mapping then e[x 1] = Y0\Y 1 and 
iµ[Y 1] = x0\x 1, for certain sets x1,x0 ,Y1,Y0 such that x1 c X' c x0 c X and 
Y1 c Y' c Y0 c Y. MIRSKY & PERFECT [67] observed that t.he theorem also holds when 
6 is not. injective. (See also MIRSKY [71] p. 9-13.) A short. proof of the 
Mendelsohn-Dulmage property (which also works for the other theorems just men-
tioned), in essence due to BIRKHOFF & MAcLANE [48] p. 340, is as follows: 
suppose (X 1,Y1) E LIE and (X 2,Y2) E LIE and colour red a matching between x 1 and Y1 
and blue a matching between x 2 and Y2 ; now consider the components of the sub-
graph of all red and blue edges; take the red edges from the components with an 
endpoint in x 1 and the blue edges from the other components; in this manner we 
get a matching between sets x1 c x 1 u x2 and Y 1 c Y 1 L' Y 2 such that x1 c X 1 and 
Y 2 c Y' , as required. (For a linear algebraic proof see PERFECT [ 66].) 
Denote the linking function of (X,Y,IIE) by OE. The well-known theorem 
of KONIG [31] (cf. BoNDY & MUR'I'Y [76]) states that 6E(X',Y') equals the 
minimal cardinality of a subset of Xu Y meeting each edge between X' and 
Y', or, in formula, 
lb 
min ( IX' \X" I + IE (X" ) n Y' I ) 
X"cX' 
-1 
min (IY'\Y"I+ IE (Y") n X'i). 
y"cY' 
(In this formula, E(X") = {y E Y (x,y) E E for some x E X"} and 
-1 
E (Y") = {x EX J (x,y) EE for some y E Y"}.) 
In fact it is easy to prove directly that oE satisfies the properties (ix), (x) 
and (xi) of theorem 1.2. Properties (ix) and (x) are straightforward; in order to 
prove property (xi), let x 1,x2 c x and Y1,Y2 c Y. Then 
oE(x1,Y1J + oEcx2,Y2) = x~~ {jx1\x' I+ jE(X'l n Y1 j} + 
1 
min {jx2\x"I+ jE(X") n Y2 j} = 
x"cx2 
x~~ {jx1\x'I + jx2\x"I+ jE(X'l n Y1! + jE(X")n Y2 j}?: 
xnc.x1 
2 
min {j (X1nx2)\(X'nX") I+ I (x1ux2)\(X'uX") I+ jE(X'nx") n (Y 1uY 2) I + x•cx1 
xncx2 
Hence this, together with KONIG's theorem and theorem 1.2, provides us with a 
second proof of the fact that (X,Y,6E) is a linking system. 
Linking systems obtained in this way we shall call deltoid linking 
systems (following MIRSKY & PERFECT [67] in the term "deltoid"). 
(2) Gammoid linking systems 
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Let (Z,E) be a finite directed graph (so E c Z x Z). In this case two 
subsets X' and Y' of Z are called matched in E if Ix' I= IY' I and there are 
Ix' I pairwise vertex-disjoint paths from X' to Y'. A path may consist of 
only one vertex, so X' and Y' are not necessarily disjoint. 
Let X and Y be two fixed subsets of ·Z. Let rE be the collection 
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rE {(X',Y') IX' c x, Y' c Y, X' and Y' are matched in E}. 
Then (X,Y,fE) is a linking system. Again the axioms (i) and (ii) are 
easily verified; axiom (iii) is the "linkage theorem" of PERFECT [68]. 
Clearly, this property is a generalization of the Mendelsohn-Dulmage property on 
bipartite graphs (example (1)). It generalizes also a result of MIRSKY [68]: if 
u and V are finite collections of sets such that ul Cu and vl CV have a common 
transversal, and, similarly, U2 c U and V2 c V have a common transversal, then 
some uo c U and Vo c V have a common transversal, where u1 c uo and v2 c Vo. 
PERFECT's result itself is extended to the infinite case by PYM [69b] (cf. 
PYM [69a], BRUALDI & PYM [71] and McDIARMID [75] for other proofs). 
Let yE be the linking function of (X,Y,fE); from MENGER's theorem [27] 
(cf. BoNDY & MIJRTY [76]) we know, for X' c X and Y' c Y, that yE(X',Y') 
equals the minimal cardinality of a subset of Z meeting each path from a 
point in X' to a point in Y'; in formula 
where E(Z') 
[72]). 
min I (X' uE (Z')) \Z' I , 
Z'cZ\Y' 
{ z E z I (z',z) EE for sorae z' E Z'} for Z' c Z (cf. J\1cDIARMID 
Again it is easy to show directly that yE(X',Y') has the properties (ix), (xl, 
(xi) of theorem 1.2. (ix) and (x) are easily seen; to establish (xi), take 
x1,x2 c x and Y1,Y2 c Y, and suppose yE(x1,Y1) = l<x1uE(Z 1))\Z 1 1 and yE(x2,Y2) 
I (x2uE(Z 2)J\Z 2 1, where z1 c Z\Y 1 and z2 c Z\Y2 . 
Now consider the four sets 
(X 1 UE (Z 1}) \z 1 , 
(X2UE(Z 2))\z2, 
((X1nX2)UE(Z1nZ2))\(Z1nZ2), 
((X1ux2)uE(Z 1uz 2))\(z1uz2). 
It is easy to see that the union of the last two sets is contained in the union 
of the first two sets, and, similarly, that the intersection of the last two sets 
is contained in the intersection of the first two sets. Hence, the sum of the car-
dinalities of the last two sets is not greater than the sum of the cardinalities 
of the first two sets; this last sum equals yE(x1,Y1) + yE(x2 ,Y2). The first 
sum is at least yE(x1nx2,Y1uY2) + yE(x1ux2,Y1nY2). Hence (xi) holds. So theorem 
1.2 together with MENGER's theorem implies PERFECT's linkage theorem. 
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Linking systems constructed in this way we call gammoid linking systems 
(following PYM [69b] in the term "gammoid"); clearly, each deltoid linking 
system is a gammoid linking system. 
(3) Representable linking systems 
Let M = (X,Y,¢) be a matrix over some field F (i.e.¢ is an F-valued 
function defined on Xx Y; X and Y are the collections of rows and columns, 
respectively). Let A¢ be the collection 
A = {(X',Y') j Mjx• x Y' is nonsingular}, 
¢ 
where Mjx• x Y' is the submatrix of M with rows X' and columns Y', that is, 
Mjx• x Y' = (X',Y',¢lx•xy•J. 
Then (X,Y,A¢) is a linking system; using simple arguments from linear 
algebra one proves that the axioms of definition 1.1 are valid (cf. the 
lemmata of PERFECT [66]). 
Sketch of proof of axiom (iii): 
Let (X 1,Y1) EA$ and (x2 ,Y2) EA$. We may suppose that the set x 1 represents a 
maximal linearly independent collection of rows in Ml (X 1ux2) x (Y1uY 2) and, 
similarly, that Y2 represents a maximal linearly independent collection of 
columns in Mj (x1ux2) x (Y1uY2). Hence each row in Mi (x1ux2) x Y2 is a linear com-
bination of rows in Mjx1 x Y2 • Since also lx1 J = IY2 1 we find that Mjx1 x Y2 is 
nonsingular, i.e. (X 1,Y2) EA$. 
Writing A¢ for the linking function of (X,Y,A¢) we have that A¢(X',Y') 
equals the rank of Mjx• x Y'. 
Linking systems obtained in this way will be called (linearly) re-
presentable over F. A binary linking system is a linking system linearly re-
presentable over GF(2). 
All three examples are self-dual: the dual linking system of a deltoid 
linking system (or gammoid linking system, or linking system representable 
over a field F) is again a deltoid linking system (or gammoid linking system, 
or linking system representable over F, respectively). 
The following two constructions in general do not yield linking systems. First, 
let (X,Y,E) be a bipartite graph and let 
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A ; { (X', Y') !x•cx, Y' cy, there is exactly one matching in E between X' and Y'}. 
Then in general {X,Y,A) is not a linking system. Consider e.g. the bipartite 
graph (X,Y,E) schematically represented by the figure: 
a b C 
d e f 
where x; {a,b,c} and Y {d,e,f}. Now we have ({a,b},{e,f}) EA and 
({b,c},{d,e}) E A, with A defined as above. Axiom (iii) applied to these two 
pairs would imply that either ({a,b},{d,e}) EA or (X,Y) EA, but neither is 
the case. 
A second non-example is obtained by taking a matrix M 
F and putting 
(X,Y,¢) over some field 
Once again, in general (X, Y, 1\) is not a linking system. Clearly, i.n case 
1b 
char F ~ 2 the system (X,Y,/\) is a linking system, since in this case the notions 
of determinant and permanent coincide (cf. example (3)). Also, if F lj) and all 
entries in the matrix are nonnegative, (X, Y ,J\) is a linking system, namely a 
deltoid linking system (cf. example (1)). But in general (X,Y,/\) fails to be a 





with X; {x1,x2,x3 ,x4 } and Y 
Now ({x1,x2,x3}, {y1,y2,Y)l 
({x1,x2,x3}, {y2,y3'y4}) E /\ 
tion 1.1. 





{y1,y2 ,y3 ,y4 }. Construct A as indicated above. 
EI\ and ({x2 ,x3 ,x4 }, {y2 ,y 3 ,y4 }) EA, but neither 
nor (X,Y) E /\, contradicting axiom (iii) of defini-
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le. TABLOIDS 
HocQUENGEEM [74] defines the notion of a "tabloid", which is closely related to 
the concept of a linking system; in fact each linking system produces a tabloid. 
HOCQUENGHEM (private communication) gave a necessary and sufficient condition for 
a tabloid to be obtained from a linking system (see theorem 1.4). 
HocQUENGHEM's definition is as follows. 
DEFINI'.l'ION. A tabloi.d is a triplet (X, Y ,Jc) such that 
(i) X and Y are finite sets and Jc: P(X) x P(Y) -+ ZZ; 
(ii) for each X' c X the function AX': P(Y) --+ LZ, with 
the rank-function of a matroid on Y; 
(iii) for each Y' c Y the function Ay,' P(x)-,. Z?:, with 
the rank-function of a matroid on x. 
(Y') 
(X') 
The notions of linking system and tabloid are .interrelated but not the same, as 
the following proposition shows. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. It (X,Y,/\) is a linking system with 1.inking function A, then 
(X, Y, A) is a tabloid. There is a tabla.id (X, Y, le) which is not obtained from a 
Linking system in this way. 
PROOF. By theorem 1. 2, A satisfies the ax.ioms in the defj_ni tion of a tabloid. 
For an example that the converse does not holdr let X =:: Y :=:: {arb}, and define 
A: P(xl x P(Yl --+ zz by 
A (X' ,Y') min { 1, j X' n Y' I } . 
'fhen (X,Y,,\) is a tabloid but ,\ is not the linking function of a linking 
system. D 
HOCQtlENGHEM (private communication) showed furthermore; 
THEOREM 1.4. (HOCQUENGHEM). Let (X,Y,A) be a tabloid. Then the t"ollowing condi-
tions are equiva.Ient: 
(1) for each X' c X, Y' c Y, x E X\X', y E Y\Y' .it is true that 
A(X,Yu{y}) + A(Xu{x),Y) ~ A(X,Y) + A(Xu(x),Yu(y]); 
(2) Ii. is the linking _function of a linking system. 
PROOF. (2) = (1) : Straightforward from the definition of a linking system; 
(1) - (2); We have only to prove: if X', X" c X and Y', Y" c Y then, 
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-i,.(A,B) 
A(A,BU{b 1 , ••• ,bn})-,\(A,BU{b1 , .•. ,bn-l}) s ),{Au{a1},Bu{b1 , ••• ,bn}) - ,\(AU{a1}, 
Bu{b1, .•• ,bn-1 }) • 
Hence 
So 
By the same method 
or 
;\(Au{a1 , ••. ,am},B) + ;\.(A,BU{b1 , ••• ,b11}) s \(A,B) + A(Au{a 1 , ... ,am},Bu{b 1 , ••• ,bn]) • 
• • • (*). 
Now we have 
A(x~nx 0 ,Y~uyu) + A(x~ux 11 ,Y 1 nYH) $ (since (X, Y, ,c) is a tabloid) 
A(X'nxn,Y 1 ) + A(X 1 nxn,Y 11 ) -· ,:qxrnxnrY'nY 11 ) + 
;\(X',Y'nY") + A(X",Y'nY") - A(X'nX",Y'nY") s (using(*)) 
A (X' , Y.') + I, (X" , Y") • 0 
CHAPTER TWO 
MATROIDS AND LINKING SYSTEMS 
Now linking systems has been introduced, what can we do with them? This 
chapter shows that linking systems do not link only sets but also matroids 
(defined on these sets) in a natural way. We first establish a one-to-one 
correspondence between linking systems and "matroids with a fixed base" {sec-
tion 2a), which will turn out to be very helpful in the continuation. 
In section 2b we consider the case where a linking system links a 
matroid and a set, and in section 2c we look at linking systems linking two 
rnatroids. 
2a. LINKING SYS'I'EMS AND MA'EROIDS 
There are close relations between the concepts of matroid and linking 
system. A simple relation is given in the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 2. 1. Let (X, Y, A). be a linking system. Let ] be the col.lection of 
a.U Y' c Y with (X', Y') E A for some X' c X. Then J is the collection of al.l 
.independent sets of a matroid (Y ,J) ; the rank function CJ of this mat:roid is 
given by CJ(Y') A(X,Y') for Y' c Y. 
PROOF. The function o is indeed the rank function of a matroid; also if Y' c Y 
one has 
a(Y') [Y' I if and only if (X' ,Y') E ~ for some X' c X, 
whence J .is the corresponding collection of independent sets. 0 
A corollary of this proposition is a theorem of EDMONDS & FULKERSON 
[65] (extended to the infinite case by MIRSKY & PERFECT [67], BRUALDI 
& SCRIMGER [68] and BRUALDI [70], cf. BRUALDI & MASON [72]): if (X,Y,E) is 
a bipartite graph and 
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J {Y' c Yi there is a matching between some subset of X and Y'}, 
then (Y,J) is a matroid. These matroids are the transversal matroids; using 
proposition 2.l, we obtain them from deltoid linking systems. A second 
corollary is the following generalization of :EDMONDS & FuLKERSON's theorem, 
due to PERFECT [68] (she did not restrict herself to the finite case): 
i.f (Z ,E) is a directed graph, X and Y are subsets of Z and 
J = {Y' c YI there are IY' I pairwise vertex-disjoint paths start-
ing in X and ending in Y'}, 
then (Y,]) is a matroid. These matroids are th.e gammoids (cf. MASON [72]); 
they can be obtained from gammoid linking systems. 
Furthermore, matroids obtained as in proposition 2.1 from linking 
systems representable over some field are exactly the matroids which are 
representable over that field. In particular the linking system (V,E,J\¢) 
obtained from the incidence matrix (V,E,¢) (over GF(2)) of a graph (V,E) 
produces on Ethe cycle matroid of the graph. 
Proposition 2.1 tells us that each linking system produces a matroid. Actual-
ly, the correspondence between linking systems and matroids is much closer: 
each linking system may be understood as a matroid with a fixed base and 
conversely, as shown in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2. 2. Let X and Y be disjoint Lini te sets. Then there is a one-to-one 
relation between 
( 1) Linking systems (X, Y, /\) , 
and 
(2) matroids (XUY, I) ,with the property: X E B (B .is the collection of bases 
of the matroid), 
given by 
(X',Y') E J\ if and onl.y if (X\X') u Y' EB, for X' c X and Y' c Y. 
The corresponding 1.inking function ;\ and rank-function p are related .by 
p(X'UY') :\(X\X',Y') + lx"I, for X' c X and Y' c Y. 
2a 
PROOF. 
(1) Let (X,Y,l\) be a linking system, with linking function A, and define 
B {(x\x') u Y' I (X' ,Y'l EA}, 
and 
p (X'UY') 1c(X\X',Y') + Jx•J, for x1 c x and Y~ c Y. 
The fact that p J.s a rank-function of a matroid follows easily from theorem 1.2. 
The rank of this matroid is 
p (XUY) \(ilf ,Yl + lxl !xi. 
In order to prove that Bis the collection of bases of this matroid it is suffi-
cient to prove that 
X" u Y' E B if and only if p(X"uY') lx"uY' I= Ix!, 
for xn C X and yi CY, or, putting xa X\X", 
(X',Y') E 1\ if and only if A(X',Y') + Ix"! ix" I+ Jy• I 
Now this last equality holds if and only if I,, (X' , Y') = I Y' I = IX' I , and this is 
true (by the definition of a linking function) if and only if (X',Y') E 1\. 
( 2) Let (XUY ,I) be a matroid with collection of bases B, rank-function p and 
XE B. Define 
1\ {(X',Y') I (X\X') u Y' EB, X' c x and Y' c y}, 
and 
A(X' ,Y') p((X\X')UY') - IX\X'I, for X' c x and Y' c Y. 
Now the fact that A is the linking function of a linking system follows from 
theorem L2 and the axioms for the rank-function of a matroid. Again, it is easy 
to prove that 
(X' ,Y') E 1\ if and only if A(X' ,Y') Ix" I [y• J. D 
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The relation between linking systems and matroids with a fixed base is 
stable under taking duals: dual linking systems are related wi.th dua1-
matroids, with complementary fixed bases. 
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Clearly, using theorem 2. 2 one can obta.in all types of linking systems. 
For instance, let F be a field, let X = 
transcendentals over F, and let y 1 , ... ,ym 
Set Y = {y 1 , ... ,y m} and define 
, ... , x } be a set of .independent 
n 
be algebraic over F (x1 , ... , xn) . 
{ (X', Y') (X\X') u Y' is a set of independent transcendentals 
over F and the elements of (Y\Y') u X' are algebraic over 
F((X\X') UY')}. 
Then by theorem 2.2 (X,Y,n) is a linking system (cf. VAN DER WAERDEN 
37]). We shall call .linking systems obtained in this way algebraic or 
algebraically representable (over F). 
Under the relation between linking systems and "based" matroids, gam-
moid linking systems correspond with gammoids (here a theorem of :MASON [72] 
(cf. section Sb) is used, we do not get the gammoid in the form of section 
Ob), and linking systems linearly representable over some field correspond 
with matroids representable over that field. The deltoid linking systems 
(X,Y,!\) are related with "fundamental transversal matroids" (or "principal 
transversal matroids" or "strict deltoids") with principal basis X (cf. 
BoNDY & \ti!ELSH [71] and INGLETON & PIFF [73]; see also section Sb). 
Also, known matroi.d theorems can now be translated to linking systems. 
A theorem of MASON [72] (cf. PIFF & \ti!ELSH[70] and INGLETON & PIFF [73]) im-
plies that each gammoid linking system is representable over all but a finite 
number of finite fields. For more details on this representability see 
section Sc. From PIFF [ 69] it follows that each .linking system representable 
over a field Fis algebraic over F (note that a vector space V over F always 
can be embedded in a transcendental extension of F, in such a way that 
algebraic independence within V coincides with linear independence). Hence 
the classes of 
deltoid linking systems, 
gammoi.d linking systems, 
linearly representable linking systems, 
algebraically representable linking systems, 
all linking systems, 
are chain-wise contained in each other (such that a class is contained in 
another class if this last class is lower on this list) . 
2b 
1hese inclusions are proper: 
the gammoid linking system ({x1 ,{y1 ,y2},fE) induced by the directed graph 
X 
is not a deltoid linking system; 




(Le. a linking system obtained from the Fano matroid) 
is only representable over fields of characteristic 2, hence it is not a gammoi.d 
linking system (these are linearly representable over almost every field); 
the linking system (X,Y,A) algebraically represented over GF(2) by X = {x,y,z}, 
Y = {xy,xz,yz,xyz,x+y,x+z,y+z,x+y+z} (hence Y c GF(2) (X)) is not linearly re-
presentable over any field (if Y' = {xy,xz,yz,xyz}, then the sub-linking systems 
(X, Y\Y', A') and (X, Y' ,A") are linearly representable only over fields of charac-
teristic 2, resp. only over fields not of characteristic 2) (this example is due 
to INGLETON [71]); 
the linking system with 
X {a3 ,b3 ,a4 ,b4}, 
Y {a1,b1,a2,b2}, 
A { (X' ,Y') lx•cx,y•cy, Ix' I 
for i = 3,4, j = 1,2}, 
} ) 
(Le. a linking system obtained from the Vamos matroid) is not a.lgebraically re-· 
presentable, as was pointed out by INGLETON & MAIN [ 75]. 
It is not known whether the dual of an algebraic ruatroid is again algebraic, or, 
equivalently, whether the dual of an algebraic linking system is again algebraic. 
2b. 'l'HE LINKING OF MATRO IDS BY LINKING SYSTEMS 
Using theorem 2.2 we shall show how a matroid can be linked with a 
linking system, forming a new matroid. In this way a generalization is 
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obtained of theorems of RADO [42], PERFECT [69], BRUALDI [71c] and MASON 
[72]. 
2b 
'rHEOREM 2.3. Let (X,I) be a matroid (with rank function p) and let (X,Y,/i) 
be a linking system (with A as linking function). Put 
I*h {Y' c Y I (X' ,Y') E A for some X' E I}. 
Then (Y, I*Al is aga.in a matroid, with rank-function p*A given by 
min(p(X\X') + A(X',Y')), 
x•cx 
for Y' CY. 
PROOF. We may suppose that X and Y are disjoint. sets (otherwise take disjoint 
copies of X and Y). Let (XuY,J) be the mat.raid related with (X,Y,A) as in theorem 
2.2, let 8 its bases collection and let p' be its rank-function. Let M be the 
mat.raid union of the mat.raids (x,I) and XUY,J); this mat.raid is defined on Xu Y 
by taking as independent sets all unions of an independent set of (X,T) and an 
independent set of (XuY,J). We now prove the contraction M•Y of M to Y (i.e. we 
contract X) has as collection of independent sets the collection I*Ar a::, defined 
above6 
Let Y' be an independent set of M•Y. Then, since Xis independent in M, we have 
that X u Y' is independent in M. Then there exists an X' c X such that X' E 1 and 
(X\X') u Y' EB, or (X',Y') EA; hence Y' E L*A. Following the same steps in the 
reverse order one proves: if Y' E I*A, then Y' is independent in M•Y. 
Let P*A be the rank-function of the matroid (Y,I*Al, i.e. of the matroid M•Y, and 
let p" be the rank-function of the matroid M. Then 
(p*A) (Y') = p" (XUY') - p" (X) = 
min{p(X') +p'(X'UY")+ jx\x'I + IY'\Y"I- lxl IX' cxandY"cy•}= 
min {p(X') + .\(X\X' ,Y") + Ix' I + IX\X' I + IY'\Y" I - lxl X' c X and Y" c Y'} 
·min {p(X') + l(X\X',Y") + IY'\Y"i IX' c X and Y" c Y'} 
min (p(X') + l,(X\X' ,Y')) = 
xtcx 
min (p(X\X') + ,\(X',Y')). 
x1cx 
In this derivation we have used well-known theorems on the rank of the contrac-
tion of a matroid and on the rank of the union of two mat.raids (cf. section 
Ob). 0 
Proposition 2.l is an immediate consequence of theorem 2.3; in addition 
we have the following corollaries. 
COROLLARY 2.3a. (PERFECT [69], RADO [42]). Let (X,Y,E) be a bipartite graph 
2b 
and let (X,I) be a matroid. Then the set 
J {Y' c Y I Y' is matched with some independent subset of x}, 
forms the collection of independent subsets of a matroid. This matro.id has 
rank-function 
0 (Y') 
(Here, as usual, 
min (p(E- 1 (Y"l) + IY'\Y., I), 
yncyB 
for Y' c y. 
(Y") {x EX I (x,y) EE for some y E Y"}.) 
PROOF. Clearly, J = I*IIE, hence (Y ,.J) J.s a matroid (cf. example ( J.) section lb) . 
We prove that the rank-function a is as above~ By theorem 2~3, we have 
a(Y') min(p(X\X') + "E(X',Y')), 
x'cx 
for Y I c Y C Now 
min (IY'\Y" I+ IE- 1 (Y")nX' ll . 
Y'~cY' 
Hence 
o (Y') min(p(X\X') + min (IY'\Y"I+ IE- 1 (Y")nX'i)). 
x~cx yucyr 
It .is easy to check that 
hence 
min (p(X\X') + 
x1 cx 
o(Y') min (IY'\Y"i+P(E-l(Y"))). 
yncys □ 
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COROLLARY 2.3b. (BRUALDI [71c], MA.SON [72], for other proofs see INGLETON & 
PIFF [73], WOODALL [75]). Let (Z,E) be a directed graph and X,Y c Z. Further-
more, let (X,I) be a matroid, with rank function p. 
Then the set 
J = {Y' c Y I there are IY' I pairwise vertex-disjoint paths 
starting in some independent subset of X and ending in Y'} 
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forms the collection of independent subsets of a matroid on Y. This matroid 
has rank function a, given, for Y' c Y, by 
cr(Y') min {p(X') + [Z' [ IX' c X, Z' c z, every path from X\X' 
to Y' intersects Z'} min p (X\ (E (Z') uz')) + [ E (Z') \Z' [ • 
z'cZ\Y' 
(Here, as usual, E(Z') {y E z I (x,y) EE for some x E z•}.) 
~- The corollary .follows from theorem 2. 3 by taking as linking system the 
system (X,Y,l'E) as in example (2) of section lb. Then J ~ I*fE and c, ~ p * yE. 
Here 
min ( p ( X\X' ) + y E ( X' , Y' ) ) 
x 1 cx 
for Y1 c: Y~ Now 
Y:g(X 1 ,Yi);;:: the minimal number of elements in a set z~ of vertices in 
Z witll the property that Z' intersects every path from X' to Y' ~ 
min ((X'u E(Z'))\Z'), 
Z 1 cZ\Y~ 
for x~ c X; Y~ c Y~ Hence a 
that 
p * yE is as formulated in the corollary. Observe 
min(p(X\X') + i(X'uE(Z'))\Z'I) x~cx 
for Z' c z. D 
p(X\(E(Z')uZ')) + iE(Z')\Z' I 
COROLLARY 2.3c. Let M = (X,Y,¢) be a matrix with row collection X and column 
collection Y and .let (X,IJ be a matroid on X, with rank function p. Define 
J = {Y' c Y I for some X' E I the submatrix of M generated by the 
rows X' and columns Y' is nonsingular}. 
Then (Y ,] ) is aga.in a matroid, r,;.i th rank function o given by, for Y' c Y, 
cr(Y') 
wlwre [ X' J = { X E X 
min([X'[ + p(X\[X'])), 
x•cx 
the row x in MI xxy' .is a linear comb.ination of rows 
in Mlx•xy•}, for X' c X. 
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PROOF. Straightforward from theorem 2.3 applied to example (3) of section 1b. D 
We shall call (Y,I*A) the product of the matroid (X,1) and the linking 
system (X,Y,A). Clearly, the product of a gammoid and a gammoid linking 
system is again a gammoid. 
PIFF & WELSH [70] have proved that for each pair of matroids there 
exists a natural number N such that if Fis a field with IF! ~ N and both 
matroids are representable over F then the union of the matroids is again 
representable over F. In the light of the proof of theorem 2.3 this implies 
the following. Let (X,1) be a matroid and let (X,Y,A) be a linking system; 
then there is a natural number N such that: if Fis a field with at least N 
elements and both (X,1) and (X,Y,A) are linearly representable over F', then 
also the matroid (Y,I*A) is representable over F. 
The next theorem is a generalization of theorems of MASON [70] and 
BRUALDI [71c] on the product of a matroid and a bipartite or directed graph 
(cf. the corollaries). 
THEOREM 2.4. Let (X,Y,A) be a linking system and let (X,1) be a matroid. 
Suppose (X1,Y1) EA, (X2,Y2) EA, xl E 1 and x2 E I. Then there is an 
(X',Y') EA such that x• EI, x1 c ci1x•, X' c x1 u x2 and Y2 c Y' c Y1 u Y2 . 
~- We may assume that X = x 1ux 2 and Y = Y1uY2 . Let Y' be a base of the matroid 
(Y,1*11) such that Y2 c Y'. Take X' EI such that (X',Y') EA and IX/lX'I is maximal. 
If we prove that p(X 1uX') = IX' I we are ready (pis the rank function of (X,1)). 
Therefore suppose that p(X 1ux') > IX' I and let x E x 1\X' such that X'u{x} EI. 
Then we have 
A(X'u{x},YlUY') 
Hence, for some Y"c Y' we have ((x1nx')u{x},Y") EA. Since also (X',Y') EA there 
exists (by axiom (iii) of definition 1.1) an X"' c X'u{x} such that (x 1nx')u{x} 
C xm and cxm,Y~) EA. But then 
X'" E I and 
contradicting the conditions on X' • D 
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In particular, if Bis a base of (Y,l*A) and A E I such that (A,B) • A, 
then Y' EI* A if and only if (X',Y') EA for some X' E 1 with X' c c£1A 
(this is true since if A1, A2 E I and IA 1 I = IA 2 1 then A1 c c£1A2 iff 
A2 c c£1A1). Hence we have the following corollaries. 
COROLLARY 2.4a. (MASON [7O,70a]). Let (X,Y,E) be a bipartite graph and let 
(X, I) be a matroid. Let 
J {Y' c Y I there is a matching between some X' E I and Y'}. 
If B is a base of the matroid (Y ,]) and B .is matched ,vith the indepen-· 
dent set A, then 
J {Y' c Y I Y' is matched with some x• c c£1A with X' EI}. 
PROOF'. Straightforward from theorem 2. 4. D 
COROLLARY 2.4b. (BRUALDI [71c]). Let (Z,E) be a directed graph and .I.et X and 
Y be subsets of Z. Let (X, I) be a matroid on X and put 
J = {Y' c Y I there are IY' I pairwise vertex-disjoint paths 
starting in some independent subset of X and ending in Y'}. 
Let B be a base of the matroid (Y,]) and A EI such that there are IBI 
pairwise vertex-d.isjoint paths from A to B. Then: 
J = {Y' c Y I there are IY' I pairwise vertex-disjoint paths 
starting in some independent subset of cif and ending in Y' J. 
PROOF. Straightforward from theorem 2 .4. D 
2c. DOUBLY INDEPENDENT LINKED PAIRS 
In this last section of chapter 2 we give a generali.zation of theorems 
of BRUALDI [7Oa,71a] on matroids and graphs. In this case on both sides of 
the linking system matroids are defined and we determine the maximal car-· 
dinality of the sets in a "doubly independent linked pair", i.e. in a linked 
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pair in which both elements are independent. Furthermore we give a sym-
metrized version of theorem 2.4. 
THEOREM 2.5. Let (X,Y,A) be a linking system and let (X,1) and (Y,]) be 
matroids, with rank functions p and 0 respectively. Then: 
max { IY' I X' EI, Y' E Jand (X',Y') EA} 
min (p(X') + cr{Y') + A(X\X',Y\Y')). 
x•cx 
y•cy 
PROOF. As is done by WELSH [70] in proving BRUALDI's theorem, we use :&lMONDS' 
intersection theorem (cf. section Ob}, applied here to the matroids (Y,I*A) and 
(Y,J). This gives us that 
max { IY' I 
max {IY' I 
X' EI, Y' € J and (X',Y') EA} 
Y' E J and Y' E 1*A} = 
min (cr (Y') + (p*A) (Y\Y')} 
y 1 cy 
min (cr(Y') + min (p(X') + A(X\X' ,Y\Y')). 
Y'cY xecx 
The last equality follows from theorem 2.3. 0 
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As corollaries we have the following two results of BRUALDI. The first 
one is the "symmetrized version of RADO's theorem". 
COROLLARY 2.5a. (BRUALDI [70a]). Let (X,Y,E) be a bipartite graph and let 
(X,1) and (Y,J) be matroids, with rank functions p and 0, respectively. 
Then: 
max {IY' I I Y' E J and there is a matching in E between some 
X' EI and Y'} 
min (cr(E(X')) + p(X\X')). 
x•cx 
~- The bipartite graph (X,Y,E) generates a linking system (X,Y,~E) (cf. ex-
ample (1) in section lb). In this linking system the linking function oE is given 
·by 
oE(X',Y') = min (IX'\X"I+ IE(X")nY'I). 
X"CX 8 
Hence, by theorem 2.5, 
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max { IY' I \ Y' E .J is matched in E with an X' E 1} 




min {p(X\X') + cr(Y\Y') + IX'\X"I + IE(X")nY'i / X" c X' c X and Y' c y}. 
Now, for fixed xn c X, the minimum is reached if x~ 
the expression equals 
min (p(X\X") + cr(E(X"))). □ 
x 1~cx 
xn and Y 1 Y\E (X") • Hence 
COROLLARY 2.5b. (BRUALDI [71a], cf. ~lCDIARMID [75]). Let (Z,E) be a directed 
graph and let X and Y be subsets of Z. Let (X, I) and (Y,]) be matro.ids, w.ith 
rank functions p and a, respectively. Then the maximal cardinality of a set 
Y' in J such that there are IY'I pairwise vertex-disjoint paths starting in an 
X' .in I 2nd end.ing in Y' equals 
min {p(Z 1 ) + [z0 J + a(z 2 ) I z0 c z, z1 c x, z 2 c Y; z0 meets 
every path from X\Z 1 to Y\z 2 }. 
PROOF. The subsets X and Y of z generate a linking system (cf. example 
(2) in section lb}. In this linking system the linking function YE is given by 
min {lz0 ! / z0 c Z; z0 meets every path from X' to Y'}. 
This and theorem 2.5 imply the assertion straightforwardly. 0 
There are several other forms for this last corollary (cf. WELSH [76] or 
~l:::DIARMID [75]), e.g., 
(i) Let (Z,E) be a directed graph, X, Y c Zand let (X,I) and (Y,J) be matroids 
with rank functions panda, respectively. Then the maximal cardinality of 
a set in I which is matched onto a set in J equals 
min (p(X\(E(Z')UZ')) + iE(Z')\Z' + a(Z'nY)). 
z 1 cz 
(ii) Let (Z,E) be a directed graph a.nd let (Z,I) and (Z,J) be matroids with rank 
functions panda, respectively, such that p(Z} ~ a(Z). Then there is a base 
of the matroid (Z,I) matched onto a base of the matroid (Z,J) if and only if 
for all z• c z 
p*(E(Z')uZ') + cr(Z') 2: IZ'I. 
Both of these results follow easily from corollary 2.5b. 
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Another consequence of theorem 2.5 is the following: let M be a matrix 
with row collection X and column collection Y; let furthermore A= (A.jiEI) 
l. 
and B = (B. jiEI) be collections of subsets of X and Y, respectively. Then A 
l. 
and B have transversals X' c X and Y' c Y such that Mjx• x Y' is nonsingular, 
if and only if for all Jc I and Kc I we have 
rank (MI U A. x U B ) ~ IJ I + I KI - I I I . 
jEJ J kEK k 
In case X = Y and Mis the unity-matrix this result becomes a theorem 
of FoRD & Fur.KERSON [58]: let A (A. liEI) and B = (B. liEI) be collections 
l. l. 
of subsets of a set X; then A and B have a common transversal if and only if 
for all Jc I and Kc I we have 
I u A. n u Bk! ~ !JI + IKI - III. 
je.:J J kEK 
Just as theorem 2.5 is a symmetrized version of theorem 2.3, the fol-
lowing theorem is a symmetrized version of theorem 2.4, having as corollaries 
results of KUNDU & LAWLER [73] and MCDIARMID [76]. 
THEOREM 2.6. Let (X,Y,A) be a linking system and let (X,I) and (Y,]) be 
matroids. Furthermore, let (x 1,Y1), (x2 ,Y2) EA such that x1 , x2 EI and 
Y1, Y2 E J. Then there are X' EI and Y' E J such that (X',Y') EA and 
x 1 c ci1x•, X' c x1 u x 2, Y2 c ct1Y', Y' c y1 u Y2 . 
PROOF. We may assume that x = x1ux2 and Y = Y1uY 2 . Let (X' ,Y') c A such that 
X' EI, Y' E J, x1 cell.IX', and IY'nY2 1 is as large as possible. We shall prove 
that Y2 c c/1.J Y'. Suppose y E Y2\cll.;Y'; this implies that Y' u{y} E J. 
Now (Y'nY2)u{y} E I*A. Since also (X',Y') EA and X' EI by theorem 2.4 there 
exists a pair (X" ,Y") E A such that x" E 1, X' c c/1.1 X" and (Y'nY2)u{y} c Y" 
C Y'u{y}. As Y'u{y} E J, also Y" E J. Furthermore xl Cell.IX' C cll.z X", but 
contradicting the maximality of IY'nY2 J. D 
COROLLARY 2.6a. (KUNDU & LAWLER [73]). Let (Z,I) and (Z,]) be matroids and 
suppose z1,z2 are elerrents of both 1 and]. Then there exists a Z' in 1 n J 
such that z1 c ci1z•, z2 c ci1z• and z• c z1 u z2 . 
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PROOF. Apply theorem 2.6 to the linking system (Z,Z,Al with A 
{(Zo,Zo)lzocz}. □ 
2c 
COROLLARY 2.6b. (McDIARMID [76]). Let (Z,E) be a directed graph and let 
X,Y c Z; let (X,I) and (Y,J) be matroids and suppose x 1 EI is matched i.n E 
onto Y1 E J, and, similarly, x2 E I is matched in E onto Y2 E J. Then there 
exist X' EI and Y' E .J such that X' is matched in E onto Y' and x 1 c cilyX' 
and Y 2 c c.i.JY'. 
~- Straightforward £ram theorem 2.6. D 
Clearly, theorem 2.4 also fol.lows from theorem 2.6. 
Actually McDIARMID [76] proved a theorem more general than corollary 2.Gb; this 
more general assertion also can be extended to linking systems. MCDIARMID calls a 
nonempty collection I of subsets of a set X hereditary if X" c X I E I tmplies 
X" E Io With such a collection I an operator 
by 
on Xis associated, given 
X' u {y c X\X' IX" u {y} ,! I for some X" c X',X" c I) 
for subsets X' of X. In case (X,I) is a matroid c£I coincides with the usual clo-
sure operator associated with matroids. McDIARMID observed that, given a hereditary 
collect.ion I on a set x, the pair (X, I) is a matroid if and only if ct1c£IX' = 
for all X' c X. As this last identity does not hold in general it makes 
sense to define a closure operator ci1 on X by 
for X' c X, where arises from X' by applying n times in succession the clo-
sure operator cir· 
First we have an extension of theorem 2~4. 
THEOREM 2.7. Let (X,Y,A) be a linking system and let I be a hereditary collection 
of subsets of X. Let furthermore (X 1 , Y 1 ) , (X2 , Y 2 ) E A such that x 1 E I. Then 
there is a pair (X 1 ,Y 1 ) '=- A such that X 1 E: r, xl C 1 , X' C x1 li x2 an{] 
y2 C yi C ~1 u Y2. 
PROOF. we may suppose that X = x1 u x2 and Y = Y1 u Y2 . 
Choose (X',Y') EA such that X' E I, Y2 c Y' and fx• n x1 ! is as large as possible 
(such a pair (X' ,Y'j exists since ,Y2 ) E r,, x2 c I c Y2 ). We prove that 
x 1 c cIIX'; to this end suppose that x c . This implies that X' u {x} c I. 
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Since ((X'nx1) u {x},Yi) EA, for some Yi c Y1 , and (X',Y') EA there exists a 
pair (X", Y") E A such that 
(X'nxl) u {x} C X" C X' u {x} and Y" C yn,. 
Now X" E I (for X" c X' u {x} E 1) and 
contradicting our choice of (X',Y'). D 
Now we can prove 
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THEOREM 2.8. Let (X,Y,A) be a linking system and let I and J be hereditary collec-
tions of subsets of X and Y, respectively. Let furthermore (X1 ,Y1),(x2 ,Y2 ) EA 
such that x1 ,x2 E 1 and Y1 ,Y2 E J. Then there i:_a pair (X',Y') EA such that 
X' EI, Y' E J, x 1 c ct1x•, x• c x1 u x2 , Y2 c ct1Y•, Y' c Y1 u Y2 . 
~- Again we may suppose that X = x 1 u x2 and Y = Y1 u Y2 • Choose (X',Y') EA 
such that X' E I, Y' E J, Y2 c cll;Y' and IX' n x 1 I is as large as possible. We 
prove that x1 c cllzX'; again suppose that x E Xl\cllzX'. Hence X' u {x} EI. Since 
now ((X'nx1 ) u {x},Yi) EA for some Yi c Y1 , (X',Y') EA, Yi E J, Y' E J there 
exists, by theorem 2.7, a pair (X",Y") EA such that 
contradicting the choice of (X',Y'). D 
McDIARMID obtained this result (inter alia) for gammoid linking systems. 
PERFECT posed the following question: given matroids (X,I) and (Y,J), with the 
same rank, when does there exist a bipartite graph (X,Y,E) such that (Y,J) is the 
matroid induced by (X,I) and (X,Y,E) on Y (i.e. J = I*~E) and (X,1) is the matroid 
induced by (Y,J) and (Y,X,E-l) on X (i.e. I= ]*6;)? This problem is trivially 
solved when we ask for an arbitrary linking system as a medium instead of a 
deltoid linking system. In that case, let 
A {(x',Y') I x•d,Y'EJ and IX'I IY'I}. 
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Then (X,Y,A) is a linking system and J = 1*A and I= ]*A*. PERFECT [73] proves 
that, given two transversal matroids (X,I) and (Y,J), both of rank r, there 
exists a bipartite graph (X,_Y,E) such that I = {x•cxlx' matched in E with a y•cy} 
and J = (Y'cYIY' is matched in E with an x•cx} if and only if the total number of 
coloops in (X,T) and (Y,J) is at least r. Clearly, this produces a deltoid link-
* ing system (X,Y,6E) such that J = I*6E and I= J*6E. 
CHAPTER THREE 
LINKING SYSTEMS AND BIPARTITE GRAPHS 
We know already that each bipartite graph (X,Y,El produces a deltoid 
linking system (X,Y,llE). Now for each linking system (X,Y,l\J we define its 
underlying bipartite graph (X,Y,EA) by 
(x,y) E EA if and only if ({x},{y}) EA. 
(Without loss of generality we may suppose that X and Y are disjoint 
sets.) We will give some relations between a linking system and its under-
lying bipartite graph. Since each linking system can be understood as a 
matroid with a fixed base (theorem 2.2) this also leads to results for 
matroids. In this direction related work has been done by KROGDAHL [75]; the 
underlying bipartite graph is the same as KROGDAHL' s dependence graph of 
the fixed base. He uses this notion to analyse some algorithms on matroi..ds 
(cf. KROGDAHL [76,76a] and section 7). 
The two basic results of this section are the following ones: 
(i) if X' c X and Y' c Y are such that there is exactly one matching i.n 
(X,Y,EJ\) between X' and Y', then (X' ,Y') E A; 
(ii) if (X' ,Y') E /1 then there is at least one matching in (X,Y,EJ\) between 
X' and Y'. 
Clearly, a linking system (X,Y,A) is a deltoid linki..ng system if and 
only if A= l!. 
EA 
Let (XuY,8) be the matroid with fixed base X, related to the linki..ng 
system (X,Y,A) (cf. theorem 2.2). 'l'hen for each y E Y the set 
i..s the unique ci..rcui..t of the matroi.d contained in Xu {y}. Si..mi..larly, for 
each x ~ X the set 
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is the unique cocircuit contained in Y u {x}. 
First we prove a theorem, which was inspired by the following result of 
GREENE [73] and BRYLAWSKI [73a]: given two bases B1 and B2 of a matroid and 
a partition B1 u Y1 , there is a partition B2 = x2 u such that both 
u x2 and Y1 u Y2 are bases of the matroid (in case x1 is a singleton the 
result was first proved by BRUALDI [69]; for other proofs and extensions of 
the above result see WooDALL [74] and M:DIARMID [75a]; see WELSH [76] p. 124 
for a generalization to arbitrary partitions). 
THEOREM 3. 1. Let (X, Y, A) be a linking system and .let (X' , Y') E /\. Further-
more let X" C X'. Then (X" ,Y") E /\ and (X'\X" ,Y'\Y") E /\ for some Y" CY'. 
We imitate the method of proof of WcJoDALL [74] and McDIARMID [75a]. 
PROOF. Let M1 (Y' ,.J 1 ) be the matroid on Y' with 
Similarly, let M2 (Y',.J2 ) be the matroi.d on Y' with 
If we have that y• is a base of the union M1 v M2 of M1 and 
a yH c Y 1 such that 
(X",Y") EA and (X'\X",Y'\Y") EA. 
then there exists 
The matroid union theorem implies that Y' is a base of Ml v M2 if and only if 
-where p1 and p 2 are the rank-functions of M1 and respectively~ 
We shall prove that this last inequality holds. Let YO c Y'. Then, by axiom (ii) 
of definition 1.1, (){o, Yo) e A for some XO c X'. Now .it is easy to see that 
Hence 
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As this is true for each yo c Y', we have shown that Y' is a base of M1 v M2. 0 
We use theorem 3.1 to prove the following theorem, which was first ob-
tained in terms of matroids by BRUALDI [69]: if and B2 are bases of a 
matroid then there is an injection CJ: B 1 ·--+ B2 such that (B 2 \{CJ(e)}) u {e} 
is a base for each e in B1 (see also KROGDAHL [75]). 
THEOREM 3.2. Let (X,Y,A) be a .Linking system and (X,Y,EA) .its underlying bi-
partite graph. Then for each pair (X • , Y') E A there exists a matching .in 
(X,Y,EA) between X' and Y'. 
PROOF. We proceed by induction on IX' I. If x• =~the result is trivial. Let 
X' f ~ and suppose the theorem holds for all pairs (X" ,Y") EA with 
Ix" I< Ix' 1- Take x EX'. Then, by theorem 3.1, we can find a y E Y' such that 
({x},{y}) EA and (X'\{x},y'\{y}) EA. Now, by induction, there is a matching in 
(X,Y,EA) between X'\{x} and Y'\{y}; since (x,y) E 
between X' and Y'. 0 
also a matching exists 
Here we proved that for a linking system (X,Y,A) we always have Ac 
(or A< o where A is the linking function of the linking system). It - E/ 
means that LIE is the maximum (under inclusion) of all linking systems wi.th 
underlying bi.parti.te graph (X,Y,E). 
It is in general not true that, given a linking system (X,Y,J\) and a linked pair 
(X~, v~) E Ar there is an injection er: X 1 ->- Y" such that for all x E X I we have 
that 
({xl,{a(x)}) c /1 and (X'\{xl,Y'\{a(x) }) C A. 
Clearly this holds for deltoid and gammoid linking systems, but in general not 
for linking systems representable over a .field, as ca.n be seen easily by ob-
serving the Linking system represented over GF(2) by the following matrix: 
0 
Base orderable matroids are matroids with the property that for all bases B1 and 
B2 there is an injection o: B1 ··---+ B2 such that (el} and (e) }u{e} 
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are bases for all e in B 1 . Now if the matroid obtained from a linking system 
(~,Y,A) in the sense of theorem 2.2 is base orderable then for each (X',Y') EA 
-there is a bijection cr: X' -,. Y' such that 
({x},{a(x) }) E A and (X'\{x},Y'\{a(x) }) E A 
for all x E X'. 'J'he reverse does not hold: the linking system represented over 





has a bijection as required for each linked pair, but the corresponding matroid 
is not base orderable. 
Let (X,Y,i\) be a linking system and let (X' ,Y') E i\. By an application of KONIG's 
theorem on matchings in bipartite graphs, there exists a bijection a: X1 ~► Y1 
such that 
({x},fo(x) }) E A and (X'\{x},Y'\fo(x) }) E A 
for all x EX' if and only if for all X" c X' and Y" c Y' such that 
IX" I+ [Y" I > [X' I there are x E X" and y E Y" with the property 
({x},{y}) C f\ and (X'\{x},"Y'\{y}) E i\. 
The above example shows that this condition is not always met, but a slightly 
weaker property is true: if X" c X' and Y" c Y' such that IX" I+ [Y" I > Ix'[, 
there are non-empty subsets xm of X" and ym of yn such that 
(xm ,ym) E A and 
'.rhis is equivalent to another exchange property for bases of GREENE [ 7 4b J: if 
Bl and B2 are bases of a rnatroid and C C Bl, D C B such that lei + [DI > 2 I, 
then there are non-empty subsets co of C and DO of D such that (Bl \CO) u DO and 
(B 2 \DO) u co are bases (this was pointed out to me by A. FRANK). 
Next we prove that if there .is exactly one matching in the underlying 
bipartite graph between two sets X' and Y' then (X' ,Y') is a linked pair. 
In matroid language this result was also found by KROGDAHL [75]. We first 
need a lemma. 
3 
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LEMMA. Let (X,Y,A) be a linking system with underlying bipartite graph 
(X,Y,EA). Suppose X' and X" are disjoint subsets of X, and Y' and Y" are 
disjoint subsets of Y. Suppose furthermore: Jx• I = Jy• I and Ix" I= IY" I , and 
there is no edge between X' and Y" (i.e. EA n (X'xY") = 0). Then 
((X'UX"),(Y'UY")) EA if and only if (X',Y') e A and (X",Y") E: 1L 
PROOF. 
(1) Suppose (X'uX",Y'uY") E /\. By theorem 3.1 there exists a subset Y0 of Y' u Y" 
with the properties: 
By theorem 3. 2 there is a matching in E JI between x • a.nd Y0 , since there is no 
edge between X' and Y" it follows that Y0 c Y'. But IY' I = Ix' I = !Y0 j; 
hence YO= Y' and 
(X',Y') EI\ and (X",Y") E JI. 
(2) Suppose (X',Y') E /1. and (X",Y") E /1.. By axiom (iii) of definition 1.1 there 
EI\ such that: 
According to theorem 3. 2 there i.s a matching in EI\ between x0 and y0 . Since 
th<>re is no edge between X' and Y", one has: I I e, IY" [, or x0 = 
xr LJ X11 and yo=:: Y 1 LJ yn • Therefore: (X 1 UX 11 vY'UY 11 ) E. A. □ 
As a consequence we have 
'I'HEOREM 3.3. Let (X,Y,A) be a linking system with under.Iying bipartite graph 
(X,Y,l\'\l. Let x• c X and Y' c Y be such that there is exactly one matching 
.in (X,Y,E/\) between X' and Y'. Then (X' ,Y') E /\. 
PRC!S_)_K. Again, we prove the theorem by induction on IX I l . If X 1 ;:::: 0 the theorem is 
trivial. Let X' I 0, and suppose the theorem holds for all pairs (X" ,Y") with 
I xu I < i Xf ! . Since there is exactly one matching between XI and Y' 1 there exists r 
by a theorem of HALL [48] on the number of matchings in a bipartite graph, an 
x E x~ such that there is only one y E Y; with {x,y) r:: EJ\. Consequentlyf there is 
exactly one matching between X'\{x} and Y'\[y}. By induction we know 
(X'\{x},Y'\{y}) £ A. 
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Also ({x},{y}) EA and there is no edge in EA between {x} and Y'\{y}. Hence, by the 
foregoing lemma, (X',Y') EA. 0 
In general it is not true that there is a minimum of all linking systems with 
underlying bipartite graph (X,Y,E); in particular the set of all pairs (X',Y'l 
with the properties: 
X' c X, Y' c Y and there is exactly one matching in (X,Y,E) 
between X' and Y', 
in general does not form the set of linked pairs of a linking system (see the 
first non-example in section 1b). 
We mention another consequence of the lemma, which says that a linking 
system is completely determined by the sub linkipg systems on the connected 
components of the underlying bipartite graph. This notion of component coin-
cides with the usual concept of a component in the matroid, related to the 
linking system (in the sense of theorem 2.2). (This phenomenon was also 
noticed by KROGDAHL [75].) 
THEOREM 3.4. Let (X,Y,A) be a linking system with underlying bipartite graph 
{X,Y,EA). Let x 1 u Y1, .•. ,xn u Yn be the connected components of this bi-
partite graph (where x 1, •.• ,Xn c X and Y1, ... ,Yn c Y). For each i = 1, ... ,n, 
let Xi C xi and Yi C Yi. Then 
( e X'., (I Y'.) EA if and only if (X1.!,Y1.!) EA for each i 
i=l 1. i=l 1. 
PROOF. The theorem is an easy consequence of the lemma above. D 
1, ... ,n. 
Let M be a matrix with column collection z. Suppose Xis a maximal set of linearly 
independent columns of Mand put Y = Z\X. Express each column in Yin terms of the 
columns in X, say 
The class of all matrices (X,Y,$) obtained from some fixed matrix Min this way 
is called a combivalence class or a pivotal system; the matrices in a class can be 
obtained from each other by the pivot exchange procedure of linear programming 
(cf. TuCKER [63]). 
The class of linking systems obtained from the matrices in a combivalence class 
forms the class of all linking systems with one and the same underlying matroid (in 
the sense of theorem 2.2). 
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IRI [69] proved the following: the maximum rank for matrices in a combivalence 
class equals the minimWII term rank for these matrices; moreover, for some matrix 
in the class,rank and term rank coincide. Here the term rank of a matrix is the 
maximal number of non-zero entries which are pairwise in different rows and in 
different columns. This clearly equals the matching number of the underlying bi-
partite graph of the linking system obtained from the matrix. 
FtlLKERSON observed and MAURER [75a] proved that IRI's result also holds for more 
general structures, namely, in some sense, for matroids. We state this in terms 
of linking systems. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let M be a matroid and let L be the class of all linking systems 
with underlying matroid M. Then the maximal size of the linked pairs of linking 
systems in L equals the minimal matching number of the underlying bipartite 
graphs of the linking systems in L. Furthermore, every linking system in L with 
a linked pair of the maximum size has an underlying bipartite graph with minimal 
matching number. 




OPERATIONS ON LINKING SYSTEMS 
The preceding chapter dealt with the intrinsical structure of linking 
systems; we now consider how linking systems are related to each other. 
In section 4a we show how two linking systems can be connected to form 
a product and a union. The notions of nonsingular linking systems and their 
inverses are the extensions of the analogous matrix-concepts; they are in-
troduced in section 4b. 
4a. THE PRODUCT AND UNION m" LINKING SYS'l'EMS 
In this section we define the notions of product and sum of two linking 
systems. The product of two linking systems is analogous to the product of 
a matroid and a linking system. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let (X,Y,1\. 1 ) and (Y,z,1\.2 ) be two linking systems, with l.i.nking 
.functions ,\ 1 and ,\ 2 , respectively. Define 
'I'hen (X,Z, 
{ (X' ,z I) (X',Y') E 11. 1 and (Y',Z') E: 11. 2 for some Y' c y}. 
is again a linking system, with linking function given by 
(X' ,Z') min (:\ 1 (X',Y') + \ 2 (Y\Y',Z')). y•cy 
PROOF'. It is easy to show that. >. 1 as defined above satJ.sfies the properties 
(i.x), (x) and (xi) of theorem 1.2. Hence 1' 1*;,. 2 is indeed the linki.ng function 
of a. U.nk.ing system, say of (X,Z,/\). Now 
(X' ,Z') E A iff IZ' I, 
or 
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(X' ,Z') E A iff , 1 (x',Y') + ,\ 2 (Y\Y',Z') 2 Ix'!= IZ'I, 
for all Y' c Y. 
By an application of EDMONDS' intersection theorem to the matroids (Y,P(X') 
* and (Y,P(Z')*A2) (cf. theorem 2.3) it follows that this last is the case iff 
there is an Y' c Y such that 
Ix" I iz' I, 
i.e. iff (X' ,Y') E A1 and (Y',Z') E A2 for some Y' c Y. 0 
We shall call. the linking system (X,Z,A 1 
and ( Y, Z , A 2 ) . 
the product of (X,Y, 
In case the systems (X,Y,!\1) and {Y,Z,J\2) are deltoid linking systems, theorem 4.1 
reduces to the following two results. 
(i) (FoRD & FuLKERSON [58]) Two finite families A= (AilicI) and B 
sets have a common transversal if and only if for all J c. 1 7 K c I; 
(ii) (MIRSKY [68]) Let A= (A. Ii.EI) and B = (B.ljeJ) be two finite families of 
1 J 
sets and let A• c A and B• c B. Suppose A• and a subfamily of B have a common 
transversal, and similarly, B' and a subfamily of A have a common trans-
versal. Then there are Au ::;) A. 1 and B" ::, Bi with a common transversal~ 
('rhese theorems follow also from MENGER' s graph theorem and from PERFECT' s linkage 
theorem, cf. example ( 2) of section lb . ) 
It is evident that if (X,I) is a matroid and (X,Y,/\ 1), (Y,Z, 




It is not difficult to show that the matro.id corresponding to the link·-
j ng system (X,Z,/\i*/\ 2 ) (in the sense of theorem 2.2) equals the contract.ion 
to XUZ of the union of the matroids corresponding to (X,Y,/\ 1 ) and (Y,Z, 
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(here we may assume that X,Y and Z are pairwise disjoint). PIFF & WELSH [70] 
have proved that for each pair of matroids there exists a natural number N 
such that if Fis a field with more than N elements and both matroids are 
representable over F, then the union of the two matroids again is represent-
able over F. In the light of the assertion above this result implies: 
if (X,Y,A 1) and (Y,Z,A 2) are linking systems, then there is a natural number 
N such that: if Fis a field with more than N elements and both (X,Y,A 1 ) and 
(Y,z,A2) are representable over F, then also the linking system (X,Z,A1*A2) 
is representable over F. 
In general it is not true that the product of two linking systems generated by 
two matrices equals the linking system generated by the product of the two ma-
trices. It is not even true that the product of two linking systems representable 
over a field Fis again representable over F. To show this, take the linking 
system (X,Y,A) represented over GF(2) by the matrix 
Now (X,X,A*A*> is not representable over GF(2). 
Also it is not true that the product of the deltoid linking systems (X,Y,t.E) and 
1 
(Y,Z,t.E ), say generated by the bipartite graphs (X,Y,E 1) and (Y,Z,E 2), equals 
2 
(X,Z,t.E E l (where (X,Z,E1E2) is the bipartite graph such that (x,z) E E1E2 iff 
1 2 
(x,y) E E1 and (y,z) E E2 for some y E Y). That is, the product of two deltoid 
linking systems is not always again a deltoid linking system. E.g. let (X,Y,A) be 
the deltoid linking system obtained from the bipartite graph schematically re-
presented by: 
where X = {a,b} and Y = {c}. Now (X,X,A*A*) is not a deltoid linking system. Of 
course, the product of two gammoid linking systems is again a gammoid linking 
system. 
Furthermore we always have EA *A = EA EA • 
1 2 1 2 
Now let (X 1,Y1,A1) and (x2,Y2 ,A2) be linking systems (we have no re-
quirement for the disjointness of x1 and x2, nor for the disjointness of Y1 
and Y2). Put x = x1ux 2 and Y = Y1uY2 and define 
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x1 n x2 
(X2,Y2) 
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We call (X,Y,/\ 1v/\ 2) the union of (X 1 ,Y 1 ,/\ 1) and (x 2 ,Y2 ,/\2). That th.is 
union .is again a linking system .is proved in the following theorem, in which 
we assume, without loss of generality, that x1 = x2 and Y1 = Y2 . 
THEOREM 4.2. Let (X,Y,1\l and (X,Y,/\2 ) be linking systems, with li.nking 
functions \ 1 and \ 2 , respectively. 
Then (X, Y,/\ 1 V/\2 ) is again a linking system, with linking function :1 1 v:1 2 
given by 
min (IX'\X"l+IY'\Y"I + A (X",Y") + 7' 2 (X",Y")) 1 x"cx' l 
yucyi 
for X' c X and Y' c Y. 
PROOF. Let X and X be two disjoint copies of X, and, similarly, let Y and Y be 
disjoint copies of Y. Let (X,Y,A 1) and (2f.,r_,~2) be the corresponding linking 
sy.stems. It is easy to see that (Xu~J Yu~, ii 
ing function .\ given by 
for x1,x2 c x and Y1 ,Y2 c Y. 
is a linking system, with link-
Define in addition the linking systems (X,XU!,J\ 3) and (YUI_,Y,J\4 ) by 
and 
The corresponding linking functions ic 3 and 7' 4 , are given by 
for X 1 c X 1 and 
IY'n I, 
4b 
for Y',Y1,Y2 c Y. Now (X,Y,A1vA2) = (X,Y,A3*(X1v.!1.2)*A4), hence the union of two 
linking systems is again a linking system. Furthermore, its linking function 
follows from straightforward calculations. 0 
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Since the union operator is associative, the union of several linking 
systems is again a linking system. We can apply this to the case where all 
linking systems are the same. Let (X,Y,A) be a linking system, with linking 
function A and lxl = IYI; we want to find the minimal number of disjoint 
linked pairs, necessary to cover X and Y. That is, the minimal k such that 
there are (X 1 ,Y1), ..• ,(Xk,Yk) EA with the property that (X 1 , ... ,Xk) is a 
partition of X and (Y 1, ••• ,Yk) is a partition of Y. Now it is possible to 
split up X and Yin this way if and only if (X,Y) E Av ... vA, or iff 
!xi 
k times 
min (IX\X'I + IY\Y'I +k•A(X',Y')); 
x•cx 
y•cy 
this last identity holds if and only if IX' I+ IY' I - !xi~ k•A (X',Y') for 
all X' c X and Y' c Y. Hence the minimal k with the required property equals 
(Here ix7 denotes the least integer not less than x; notice that k is finite 
iff (X,Y) E 6 .) 
EA 
4b. THE INVERSE OF A NONSINGULAR LINKING SYSTEM 
In this section we lift the notion of nonsingularity of matrices to 
linking systems. This can be accomplished by defining a linking system (X,Y,A) 
to be nonsingular if (X,Y) EA. It follows that in a nonsingular linking 
system (X,Y,A) one always has !xi= IYI. The concept of the inverse of a non-
singular matrix is reflected in the following definition. The inverse system 
of the nonsingular linking system (X,Y,A) is the system (Y,X,A- 1), where 
A-l { (Y' ,X') I (X\X', Y\Y') e: A} 
We first prove that such an inverse system is again a linking system. 
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THEOREM 4.3. Let (X,Y,fl) be a nonsingular linking system, with linking 
-1 
function A. Then (Y,X,fl ) is again a linking system, with .linking function 
gi.ven by 
1,··l (Y' ,x I) J..(X\X',Y\Y') + lx'l + IY'I - !xi, 
for Y' c Y and X' c X. 
PROOF. A-l satisfies properties (ix), (x) and (xi) of theorem 1.2. Hence /c-l is 
the linking function of a linking system. Furthermore, ic- 1 (Y',X') = IY'I = Ix'! 
if and only if A (X\X' , Y\ Y' ) = I X\X' I = I Y\Y' I . Hence the corresponding linking 
system is (Y,X,A-l). D 
An alternative method of proof consists of an application of theorem 2.2, observ-
ing that Y is al.so a base of the matroid corresponding to the nonsingular linking 
system ex, y' A) • 
Clearly, the inverse of a nonsingular linking system is always non-
singular again, and (fl-l)-l = fl. 
The notion of inverse of a nonsingular linking system indeed generalizes 
the notion of inverse of a nonsingular matrix. Let M = (X,Y,¢) be a non-
-1 _ -1 
singular matrix over F and let M = (Y,X,¢ ) its inverse. That is, for all 
x EX we have 
I -1 <j,(x,y) •q, (y,x) 
yEY 
and for all t x 2 in X 




We prove that 11,_ 1 = {/\")·--l, or, what is the same, MJx•xy• is non··· 
Y' '!' 
singular if and only if M- 1 1 (Y\Y') x (X\X') is nonsingular. Suppose Mlx•xy• 
is nonsj_ngular. Write 
M 
where = MJx'xY'. Similarly, write 
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-11 -1 where N4 = M (Y\Y') x (X\X'). Now M•M is an identity matrix, hence 
M1N2 + M2N4 is a zero-matrix and M3N2 + M4N4 is an identity matrix. Let 
-1 




-M3M1 M2N4 + M4N4 is an identity matrix. Therefore N4 is nonsingular. The 
proof of the converse is similar. 
To investigate nonsingular deltoid and gammoid linking systems we in-
troduce the notion of a strict gammoid linking system. Let (Z,E) be a 
digraph. Then the linking system (Z ,z ,fE) is called a strict gammoid linking 
system. These systems a.re always nonsingular, and each gammoid linking 
system is a sub linking system of a strict one. 
Let (Z,E) be a digraph. Define the bipartite graph (Z,~,D), where Zand 
Z are two disjoint copies of z, by 
iff X y or (x,y) E E. 
The fundamental lemma (the linkage lemma) of INGLETON & PIFF [73] now 
says the following for X, Y c z, 
X and Y are matched in E iff and Z\X are matched in D, 
or 
(X, Y) E 
'l'his means that the deltoid linking system (Z,.?:_,60 ) is isomorphic to 
the inverse of the strict gammoid linking system (Z,Z,I:E). Conversely, each 
nonsingular deltoid linking system may be understood as induced by a bi-· 
partite graph derived from a directed graph in the above manner. Thus we 
have that a linking system is a strict gammoid linking system iff it is the 
inverse of a nonsingular deltoid linking system. Hence to prove that each 
gammoid linking system is representable over some field it is sufficient to 
prove that each deltoid linking system is representable over some field 
(see section Sc). 
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An easy generalization of the proof of theorem 3.7 of INGLETON & PIFF [73] (cf. 
WELSH [76] p. 225) shows the following. Let M = (X,I) be a matroid, with dual 
M* = (x,r*i, and let (X,Y,A) be a nonsingular linking system. Then the dual of 
the matroid (Y,I*A) equals the matroid (Y,I**(A- 1)*) (this is clear by the triv-
ial observation that (X',Y') EA with X' a base of Miff (Y\Y',X\X') E A-l with 
X\X' a base of M*). 
BoNDY & WELSH [71] introduced the notion of identically self-dual matroids. These 
* are matroids M such that M = M, i.e. if Bis a base of M then also the complement 
of Bis a base of M. Therefore the linking system associated with an identically 
self-dual matroid is nonsingular and the inverse linking system equals the dual 
linking system. The search for identically self-dual matroids becomes then the 
search for nonsingular linking systems (X,Y,A) with the property that A-l = A*, 
or 
(X' ,Y') E A iff (X\X',Y\Y') EA. 
GRAVER [75] determined all k for which there exists a connected binary identically 
self-dual matroid on 2k elements (i.e. of rank kl. He found that these exists for 
all k except k = 2,3 or 5. In the light of the above and of theorem 3.4 this 
problem is the same as the one of determining all k for which there is a k x k-
matrix Mover GF(2) such that M•MT = I and the underlying bipartite graph of the 
linking system obtained from Mis connected. Fork even, k ~ 4 we can take 
M = Jk-Ik (where Jk is the all-one matrix and Ik the identity matrix of size k). 
Fork odd, k ~ 7 we can take 
M 
0 














A k x k-matrix Mover GF(2) satisfies the required properties if and only if the 
rows of the matrix (Ik,M) generate a linear codec which is not the direct sum 
of other codes and which is such that the dual code Ci equals C. 
CHAPTER FIVE 
DELTOIDS, GAMMOIDS AND REPRESENTABIL!TY 
Up to now we have considered mainly general linking systems. In this 
chapter we investigate properties of particular examples of linking systems, 
namely of deltoid, gammoid and representable linking systems. Section Sa 
deals with representable linking systems, section Sb with deltoid and 
gamrnoid linking systems and section Sc with the representability of deltoid 
and gammoid linking systems. 
Sa. REPRESENTABILITY 
Recall that a linking system (X,Y,/\) is called representable over a 
field F if/\= /\rj, for some F-matrix (X,Y,¢), and that (X,Y,l\) is binary if 
it is representable over GF'(2). As is the case with matroids, we call a 
· linking system regular if it is representable over every :field. 
TUTTE [58,59] proved that a matroid M i.s regular iff M is binary and 
has no minor isomorphic either to the Fano matroid or to its dual. TUTTE 
[65] also proved that a matroid M is regular iff M has a tota.lly unimodular 
matrix representation (over IQ). 
(A matrix is a representation for M if M is isomorphic to the matroid 
induced on the set of columns by linear independence. A matrix is totally 
un.imodular if every square submatrix has determinant 0, +1 or ··-1.) Further-
more, TuTTE [65] showed that a matroid Mis binary iff M has no minor iso-
morphic to , 4 (that is, the uniform matroid of rank 2 on a 4-set). From 
'fUTTE's first cr,aracterization of regularity it follows that a matroid M 
is regular .i.ff M is representable over GF ( 2) and some other field not of 
characteristic 2 (since the Fano-matroid is representable only over fields 
of characteristic 2). 
Now we shall look at TuTTE's results in the light of linking systems. 
'.I'UTTE' s :forbidden minor characterizations are not easy to translate to 
linking systems, since the concept of a minor does not have an easy 
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translation. If we take the sub linking system (X' ,Y' ,/\') of a li.nldng 
system (X,Y,/1), then in the sense of the underlying matroid, we contract 
X\X' and remove Y\Y'; but restrictions of X are not simple to represent in 
terms of the linking system, and the same holds for contractions of Y. Hence 
we confine our attention to forbidden sub linking system characterizations 
instead of forbidden minor characterizations. 
For a forbidden sub linking system characterization for binary linking 
systems we need the following two collections.Mis the collection of all 
singular square matrices over GF(2) such that the minor of each element is 




where M' is a nonsingular (n-1) x (n-1)-matrix over GF(2), equals the sum 
of the elements in row i of M', bi equals the sum of the elements of column 
i ( 1 S:iS:n-1), and c equals the sum of all elements of M' (modulo 2) . The set 
L consists of all linking systems (X,Y,/\) such that there is a linking 
system (X,Y, ) induced by a matrix in M with the property that/\=/\ u 
{(X,Y)}. It is easy to see that each matrix in M generates in this way a 
linking system. We use this to characterize binary linking systems. 
THEOREM 5.1. A Linking system (X,Y,/1) is binary iff it has no sub .linking 
system isomorphic to an element in L, 
PROOF. Let (X,YrA) be a binary linking system~ Since each sub linking system is 
again binary and no element of Lis binary (a binary linking system is determined 
by .i.ts underlying bipartite graph) (X,Y,/1) has no sub linking system isomorphic to 
an element in L. 
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Suppose now that (X,Y,A) is not binary, but each proper sub linking system (X,Y,A) 
is bi.nary. Let M (X,Y,q,) be the matrix over GF(2) with q,(x,y) = 1 iff 
({x},{y}) E /\, for x c X and y c Y, and let (X,Y,/\¢) be the linking system gener-
ated by the matrix M. Now for (X',Y') c/ (X,Y) we have (X',Y') E /\ if and only if 
(X' ,Y') E /\¢' since the sub linking system (X' ,Y' ,/\') of (X,Y,J\) is bina.ry and 
hence is generated by the matrix M\x' x Y'. 
But A f- for (X,Y,J\) itself is not binary. 
First suppose (X,Y) E I\¢ and (X,Y) 1 A. As in this case (X,Y,q,) is nonsingular, 
(X,Y,¢) has an inverse (Y,X,lj,). Choose distinct y 1 and y 2 in Y and distinct x 1 and 
x 2 in X such that t/J(y 1 ,x 1) = lj,(y 2 ,x2 ) = 1. This means: (X\{x 1},Y\{y1}) E /\<j, and 
(X\{x2},Y\{y2}) E /\¢' and hence both pairs are also in A. But since (X,Y) { A, we 
have },Y\{y2 }) E J\ and (X\{x2 },Y\{y1 }J E J\ (axiom (iii) for a linking 
system). 'fhese two pairs are therefore also in 1\¢ and hence lj; 
= 1. Since x 1 ,x2 ,y 1 ,y2 were chosen arbitrarily we find that (Y,X,¢) has the form 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 
which is (almost) impossible for a nonsingular matrix. 
'.rherefore we may assume that (X,Y) E J\ and (X,Y) 4 J\<P. We are ready once we have 
proved that ME M. Si.nee for each proper subset X' of X there is a Y' c Y such 
that (X',Y') E J\q,' and for each proper subset Y' of Y there is an X' c X such that 
(X',Y') E A<j,, we have that the sum of the rows equals the zero vector and the 
of the columns equals the zero vector. Also for some x EX and y c Y 
M [ (X\ {x}) x (Y\ {y}) is nonsingular. Therefore M E !L [] 
sum 
'rhe next theorem follows straightforwardly from TU'l"l'E' s results men-
tioned above. However, we give a proof using the following theorem on total.1.y 
unimodul.ar matrices proved by GoMORY (see CAMION [65]): a matrix with 
entries 0, +1 or -1 is totally uni.modular (over 41) iff no square submatrix 
has determinant equal to +2 or -·2. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let (X,Y,/\) be a .Iink.ing system. Then the following assertions 
ore equivalent:: 
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(i) (X,Y,/\.) is regular, 
(ii) (X,Y,/\.) is representable over GF(2) and GF(3); 
(iii) (X,Y,f'I) is representable over![! by a totally unimodular matrix. 
_!?ROOF. (i) -+ (ii) is obvious. 
(ii)-+ (iii). Let M = (X,Y,¢) be a matrix representation over GF(2) and let 
M' '" (X,Y,J,) be a matrix representation over GF(3) for (X,Y,/1). Conceiving M' as 
a matrix over Q, we prove that M' is totally unimodular and that (X,Y,I\) is re-
presented over Q by M'. 
Suppose M' Ix' x Y' has determinant equal to +2 or -2 (in~). Since ¢(x,y) = 0 if 
and only if ~(x,y) 
determinant of M' 
0, the determinant of MIX' x Y' equals O ( in GF ( 2)) , but the 
x Y' in GF(3) is not 0. This is in contradiction with the 
fact that both Mand M' are representations for (X,Y,/1). Hence, by GoMORY's re-
sult, M' is totally unimodular. 
Let (X',Y') E /\. Then det(M'!x•xy•) ,' 0 (in GF(3)) and therefore det(M'[x'xY') 'f 0 
(in !Jl), so M' jx 1 )< Y1 is nonsingular (in $2). 
If M~ ]x{ )< Yi is nonsingular (in \J2), then det(M 1 !x 1 xY 1 } :!: 1 ( in oJl) and hence 
det(M' XY') 'f O (in GF(3)). 
So M' is a totally unimodular matrix representation fo.r (X,Y,/\). 
(iii)--+ (i). For each prime number p the totally unimodular matrix representation 
for (X,Y,/\) also is a matrix representation over GF(p) since for totally unimodular 
matrices M we have 
det(M iff det(Mix'xY') ~ 0 (mod p). □ 
In order to give a forbidden sub linking system characterization for 
regularity we can restrict ourselves to finding minimal binary linking 
systems which are not regular, since if the forbidden sub linking system is 
not binary it is an element of Land conversely (cf. theorem 5.1). Hence we 
have to find minimal (0,1)-matrices such that we can not change some ones in 
-1 to get a totally uni.modular matrix. E.g. the following matrices are of 
this type: 
We do not know a characterization of these matrices. 
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Sb. DELTOID AND GAMMOID LINKING SYSTEMS 
We first recall some definitions and results. Let (X,Y,E) be a bipartite 
graph. Following INGLETON & PIFF [ 7 3] we call the matroi.d on X u Y w.i th 
collection of bases 
B {(X\X') u Y' IX' and Y' are matched in E} 
a (strict) deltoid. The base Xis called a principal base of the deltoid. 
Deltoids are called by BoNDY & WE:LSH [71] fundamental transversal matroids, 
by BRUALDI & DINOLT [75] principal pregeometries and by BRYLAWSKI [75a] 
principal transversal matroids. 
Deltoids can be characterized as transversal matroids, the independent 
sets of which are the partial transversals of the collect.ion of fundamental 
cocircuits with respect to some cobase. 
Clearly, the dual matroid of a deltoid again is a deltoid (cf. LAS 
VERGNAS [70]) and a matroid is a transversal matroid iff it is a restriction 
of a deltoid. Moreover, a matroid is a deltoid iff it is the underlying 
matroid of a deltoid linking system (in the sense of theorem 2.2). BoNDY & 
WELSH [71] showed that the collection of bases of a matroid always is the 
intersection of bases-collections of deltoids. For some other results on 
deltoids we refer to DoWLING & KELLY [74], BRUALDI [74], BRUALDI & DINOLT 
[75] and BRYLAWSKI [75a]. 
Now let (Z,E) be a directed graph and let X and Y be subsets of z. Let 
J be the collect.ion 
J {Y' c Y I Y' .is matched in E with some subset of x}, 
Then, as PERFEC'I' [68] proved, (Y,.J) is a matroid and following MASON 
[72] the matroids obtained in this way are called qammoids, In case Y = Z 
the matroid is called a strict gammoid. Hence a matroid is a gammoid iff it 
is a restriction of a strict gammoid. INGLETON & PIFF [73] proved: 
(i) a matroid is a strict gamma.id i.ff its dual is a transversal matroid; 
(ii) a matroid is a strict gammoid iff it is a contraction of a deltoid; 
(iii) a matroid is a gammoid iff it is a minor of a deltoid. 
(Partial results in this direction were obtained earlier by MASON [72],) 
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The class of gammoids is the class of matroids induced by a gammoid 
linking system (X,Y,fE) on the set Yin the sense of proposition 2.1. But 
this class is the same as the class of matroids obtained from gammoid linking 
systems in the sense of theorem 2.2. That is, without restriction on the 
generality we may suppose that X c Yin the above definition of a gammoid. 
Furthermore, each base of the gammoid can play the role of X, i.e. let (W,J) 
be a gammoid and let X c W be a base of (W,J); then there exists a directed 
graph (Z,E) such that W c Zand (W,J) is the matroid obtained from the 
gammoid linking system (X,W\X,fE) (in the sense of theorem 2.2). 
This follows from a result of MASON [72] which says that for each base X of a 
strict gammoid (Z,I} there is a directed graph (Z,E} such that 
I {Z' c Z I 3 X' c X: X' and Z' are matched in E}. 
Using the methods developed by INGLETON & PIFF [73] this is not difficult to prove. 
Now let (W,J} be a gammoid and X one of its bases. Suppose (W,J} is the restric-
tion of the strict gammoid (Z,I). Xis contained in a base of (Z,1), say in x0 ; 
it follows that x0 n W = X. MASON's result implies that there exists a directed 
graph (Z,E) such that 
I {Z' c Z I 3 X' c x0 : X' and Z' are matched in E}; 
therefore 
J {W' c W I 3 X' c x0 : X' and W' are matched in E}. 
We prove that 
J {W' c W I 3 X' c X: X' and w• are matched in E}, 
whence (W,J) is the matroid obtained from the gammoid linking system (X,W\X,li,) 
(in the sense of theorem 2.2). Assume X' and W' are matched in E for some x• c x0 . 
So there are IW' I pairwise vertex-disjoint paths starting in x0 and ending in 
W'. We may assume that every path intersects x0 exactly once (namely at the start). 
Suppose one of the paths starts in x E x0\x; its endpoint y is an element of 
W\X. But then X u{y} E I since X u{x} and x u{y} are matched in E. As (W,J) is 
the restriction of (Z,I) and X u{y} c Wit follows that X u{y} E J contradicting 
the fact that Xis a base of (W,J). 
In the deltoid case we meet with a different state of affairs. Not 
every base of a deltoid is a principal base. For example, let (X,Y,E) be 
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Let B be the set of bases of the deltoid generated by this bipartite 
graph. Take X' = {a,c,d} and Y' = {b,e}. Then X' EB but X' is not a princi-
pal base. If X' were a principal base there would exist a bipartite graph 
(X',Y',E') generating the deltoid. 
Since {b,c,d}, {c,d,e}, {a,d,e}, {a,b,c}, {a,c,e} are in B, it follows 
that (a,b), (a,e), (c,e), (d,b), (d,e) are in E'. 




b e Y' 
But now {a,d} and {b,e} are matched in E', hence {b,c,e} should be a 
base of the deltoid, which is not the case since { a} a.nd { e} are not matched 
in E. 
Below we characterize the pri.ncipal bases of a deltoid, given one prin-
cipal base and the corresponding bipartite graph. To this end let (X,Y,E) 
be a bipartite graph. Colour red each edge (x,y) EE with the following 
property: 
if (x' ,y) E E and (x,y') E E then (x' ,y') E E. 
Let ER be the set of all red edges of (X,Y,E). So (X,Y,ER) is a sub 
bipartite graph of (X,Y,E). We call a matching in (X,Y,ER), that is a 
matching consisting of red edges, a red matching. 
The bipartite graph (X,Y,ER) is such that each component is a complete 
bipartite graph. (This can be proved straightforwardly; some other proper-
ties of the red sub bipartite graph will be dealt with following theorem 5.3.) 
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The next theorem characterizes principal bases of a deltoid. 
THEOREM 5.3. Let (X,Y,E) be a bipartite graph, and let X' c X and Y' c Y. 
Then (X\X') u Y' is a principal base of the deltoid generated by (X,Y,E) if 
and only if there is a red matching between X' and Y'. 
PROOF. Let B be the collection of bases of the del. toid. 
(i) F'irst suppose (X\X') u Y' is a principal base of the deltoid and let E0 c E 
be a matching between X' and Y'. We shall prove E0 c ER. Define X = (X\X')u Y' 
and Y = (Y\Y') u X'. Since Xis a principal base there exists a bipartite graph 
(X, Y ,E) generating the deltoid. Write E0 = { (x 1 ,y1), •.. , (xn ,y n)}. It follows that 
{(y 1 ,x1), ••• ,(yn,xn)} c E (since (X\{y1 }) u {xi}= (X\(X'\{xi})) u (Y' }) EB 
for i = 1, ••• ,n, as X'\{xi} and Y'\{yi} are matched in E). Now take (x,y) E E0 , 
say (x,y) (x 1 ,y1), and suppose (x',y1) EE and (x 1 ,y•) EE. In order to prove 
(x'l,y~) EE we d.istinguish four cases. 
(a) x 1 tf_ X 1 and ya { Y' ~ 
" n 
I 
In this case X' u{x'} and Y' u{y'} are r.,atched in E; hence (X\ (X'u{x' }) ) u 
Y' u{y' J = (X\{x' }) u{y'} e B. This implies that {x'} and {y'} are matched in 
E, i~e. (x' ,yt) r::: E. Therefore yt u{x 1 } and X1 u{yr} are matched in E, ox 
(Y'u{x' )) ) u X' u{y') = (X\{x' }) u(y'} E B. Hence (x' ,y') c E. 






Now X' and (Y'\{y2 J)u{y'} are matched in E, hence (X\X') u (Y' u{y') 
(X\{y)l u{y'} e B. Then (y2 ,y•) e E; therefore Y' and (X' 
matched in E. This implies {X\Y') u (X' ) u{y'} (X'\{x2 )) u{y'} e B, 
from which it follows that (x2 ,y•) = (x' ,y') E E. 
(c) The case xf 4 X' and y 1 E yt is treated similar·ly to case (b). 









In this case X'\{x3 } and Y '\{y2 } are matched in E, hence (X\(X'\{x3})) u 
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(Y'\{y2 }) = (X\{y2 }) u{x3 } E B. So (y2 ,x3 ) E E; therefore Y'\{y3 } and X'\{x2 } are 
matched in E. This implies that (X\(Y' })) u (X'\{x2 }) "" (X\{x2 }) u{y3 } EB, 
from which it follows that (x 2 ,y3 ) = (x' ,y') EE. 
(ii) Secondly, suppose that there exists a red matching 
between X' and Y'. Again, let X 
set of pairs 
(X\X') UY' and Y (Y\Y') u X'. Let Ebe the 
(x,y)' if X i X'' y ~ Y'' and (x,y) E E, 
(x,x.), 
.1-
if X i X 1 , and (x,yi) E El 
(yi,y), i.f y q Y'' and (x ,y) 
]. 
E E, 
(yi ) , i.f (xi.' y j ) E E. 
Notice that (X,Y,E) is isomorphic to (X,Y,E); they pass into each other by inter-
changing the labels xi and yi (i = 1, •.. ,n). 
We prove that the deltoid generated by (X,Y,E) is the same as the deltoid generated 
by (X,Y,E). So we prove that x• and Y' are matched in E iff (X\X') u Y' EB, for 
X1 C X and y, CY. 
Therefore, take xn c X\X 1 , Y1 c Y', yu c Y\Y 1 and x 2 c x 1 , and suppose X 11 u Y1 and 
Y" u x2 are matched in E. Putting x 1 as the set of all. xi such that yi E Y1 , and 
Y2 as the set of all yi such that xi E x 2 (i = 1, ... ,n), we have, by definition 
of E, that X" u x 1 and Y" u Y2 are matched i.n E. 
We have to prove that. this is the case if and only if (X\(X"uY1 )) u (Y" 
(X\(X"U(X'\X2))) U (Y" U (Y'\Y1 )) c B, that is, if and only if X" U(X'\X 2) and 
Y" u (Y' \Y 1) are matched in E. 
So we have to prove: 
xn u xl and yn u y2 are matched in E iff X 0 u (X 1 
are matched in E. 
and yu u {Y 1 
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Let E 1cE be a matching between X11 u x1 and yn u Y2 , and consider the components of 
the bipartite graph (X,Y,E0 uE 1). 
There are five possible types of components. 
(a) y' x' 
o---o·H--l+t-H-o 
with x E X", y' c Y2\Y1, x' E X2\X1. 
(In this schematical representation a drawn line is an edge of E 1 , while a crossed 
line is a (red) edge of E0 .) 
Now colour green the edge (x,y') c E (the red edges of the component enforce that 






with y E yn r x 1 E y' E Y 1 \ Y 2" In this case colour green the edge (x' , y) E E. 
(c) 
with X E X" and y E Y" (possibly (x,y) E Colour green (x,y) EE. 
(d) 
X y x' y' 
o-H-+·++++o--·------o o·~+-+·+++--H-o 
with x E l y (: 1 X 1 E 
Colour green the edge (x' ,y) E E. 
In ca.se the component consists of one edge of E0 (re}colour green this edge. 
(e) The component is a circuit. Do not colour any edge. 
'rhe green edges together form a matching in E between X O u ( X' 
(Y' 
In the same way one can prover conversely" that if X O u (X 1 
are matched in E then xn u x 1 and Y11 u Y2 are matched in EG □ 
and Y 11 LI 
and Y 11 U {Y' 
Note that we also have proved that a base (X\X') u Y' is principal iff 
every matching between X' and Y' is red. 
Theorem 5.3 implies that the principal bases of a deltoid form again 
(the collection of bases of) a matroid, namely the deltoid generated by the 
red sub bipartite graph of the original graph. In part.i..cular, if each base 
of a deltoid is a principal base then every component of any generating bi-
partite graph is a complete bipartite graph. This gives us the following 
result of BRUALDI [74], if each base of a connected deltoid Mis principal 
then M .is a uniform .matroid (BRUALDI states this in terms of fundamental 
transversal matroids). For more results concerning principal bases cf. 
BRUALDI & DINOLT [75]. 
Sb 
We next investigate the structural properties of the red subgraph of bipartite 
graphs. 
Let (X,Y,E) be a bipartite graph with red subgraph (X,Y,ER). Let C be the set of 
components of (X,Y,ER) and for each cc C define Xe as the set of points in X of 
component C and Ye as the set of points in Y of c. Clearly, {Xe I C E C} and 
{Ye I CE C} are partitions of X and Y, respectively. Since each component is a 
complete bipartite graph we also have 
Let c, DEC and suppose there is an edge (x,y) in E between Xe and YD. 
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Then (x,y') E E for all y' E YD and (x' ,y) E E for all x' E Xe, since each edge be-
tween XD and YD is red and also each edge between Xe and Ye is red. It follows 
that (x' ,y') E E for all x' E Xe and y' e YD. 
So we proved: 
(XeXYD) n E 0 or Xe X YD CE 
for all components c, D E C. 
Now define a relation~ on C by 
C s D if£ e D or (XeXYD) n E 'F 111. 
(Since Xe or Y0 can be empty the clause e ~Dis not superfluous.) We prove that;; 
is a partial order on C. Clearly Cs e for all e EC. Suppose C,; D,; c and e / D. 
'rhen we know: (x,y) E E for all x E Xe u x0 and y c Ye u Y0 . We prove that 
(x,y) E ER for all XE Xe u YD and y C ye u YD. Take XE Xe and y E we prove 
that (x, y) is red. To this end take x' c XD and y' 
X0 x Ye ,10). Since (x',y'J c Ewe have: 
x' X 
Ye (this is possible since 
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in which a red edge is crossed. To prove that (x,y) is red let (x,y") E E and 
(:x:u ,y) E E. We have to prove that (x 11 ,y 11 ) E E~ 
In picture: 
x" x' X 
y y' y" 
This is straightforward: (x 11 ,y') EE since {x 1 ,y) is red and (xn,y 11 ) EE since 
(x,y') is red. 
Thus Xe x YD c ER; in the same way one proves that x0 x Ye c As Xe x YD f 0, 
e and D cannot be different components of (X,Y,ER). Hences is anti-symmetric. The 
transitivity of s follows easily. 
el.ea.rly, the bipartite graph (X, Y, E) is determined by the set C of components of 
5c 
(X,Y,ER) and the partial order s on C. Note that in case XC 0 then Ye is a single-
ton and C is a maximal element of (C,sJ. Likewise, if Ye = 0 then XC is a single-
ton and C is a minimal element of (C,s). 
The deltoi.d generated by t:.he bipartite graph is determined by the collection of 
vertex sets Xe u ye of components e in C, by the partial order ,; and by the 
cardinality of Xe for each component C (this follows from theorem 5.3; we do not. 
need the graphical structure of the components). 
Sc. REPRESENTABILITY OF DELTOIDS AND GAMMOIDS 
We now consider the representability of deltoid and gammoid linking 
systems. 
To this end, let (X,Y,E) be a bipartite graph and let (X,Y,LIE) be the 
deltoid linking system generated by (X,Y,E). Then (X,Y,LIE) is representable 
over a field F iff there ex.ists a matrix M = (X,Y,¢) such that: 
X' and Y' are matched in E <=<> M IX' x Y' is nonsingular, 
for all X' c X and Y' c Y. Clearly, Mis such that ¢(x,y) p O iff (x,y) EE. 
Hence M (X ,Y, ¢) is a matrix representation of (X,Y,/1) 
E 
iff ¢(x,y) = 0 for 
(x,y) { E and M X' x Y' is nonsingular whenever (X', Y' J E: 
Now, let F be a field and let (z leEE) be a collection of algebraically 
e 






if (x,y) E E, 
otherwise. 
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Then M = (X,Y,¢) is a matrix representation over F(zeleEE) of (X,Y,6.E). 
This idea, due to PERFECT [66], EDMONDS [67] and MIRSKY & PERFECT [67], 
shows that each deltoid and hence each transversal matroid is representable 
over some extension of F (for each field F). 
PIFF & WELSH [70] proved that each deltoid is representable over all 
but a finite number of finite fields and ATKIN [72] showed that a transver-
sal matroid of rank. r on a set of n elements is representable over any field 
F with 
( n ) FI > n + \r-l . 
To establish his result, ATKIN's proof produces no explicit 
construction of a representation. A construction due to H.W. LENSTRA JR. 
is as follows. 
Let (X,Y,E) be a bipartite graph and let n = IXI and m = !YI. Further-
2m 
more let F' be a field with at least 2n elements. Then there exists a f3 E F 




If char(F) = 0 or char(F) c 2n we can take S = 2. If !Fl = pa such that pis 
prime and a" nm, let S be a primitive element of F (in this case the minimal po-
lynomial of S over the prime field of F has degree at least nm). If F is an in-
finite field of non-zero characteristic then either F has an element, algebraically 
independent over the prime field of F (we can take this element as S) or F has a 
subfield F' with pa elements (p prime, a" nm), for which the above applies. At 
least one of these cases applies to F~ 
Let X = 
as follows: 






Now M = (X,Y,~) is a matrix representation for (X,Y,6E). For suppose 
(X',Y') E ~, that is, X' and Y' are matched in E. The determinant of 
E 
MI X' Y' is a non-empty sum of terms of the form 
it follows from the choice of S that this sum is nonzero. 
2m 
Unfortunately, the bound 2n is in general much larger than ATKIN's bound, 
which is n + m ( n+m\. h. + n-l} int is case. 
Let (X,Y,E) be a bi.partite graph. The following assert.ions are easily verified; 
(i) (X,Y,~E) is representable over GF(2) iff (X,Y,E) has no circuits; 
(.ii) (X,Y,~E) is representable over GF(3) iff no two vertices of (X,Y,E) 
nected by three pairwise vertex··disjoint paths. 
are con-
EDMONDS (see BONDY [72a]) proved that a transversal matroid is binary iff it has 
a presentation such that the associated bipartite graph is a forest. Together with 
(i) this implies that each binary transversal matroid is the restriction of a 
binary deltoid. 
Next we turn our attention to gammoid linking systems. Let (Z,E) be a 
directed graph and let X,Y c Z. The gammoid linking system (X,Y,fE) is re-
presentable over the field F iff there exists a matrix M = (X,Y,¢) such that 
X' and Y' are matched in E <=:> M j X' x Y' is nonsingular, 
for all X' c X and Y' c Y. 
MASON [72] proved that each field F has an extension over which (X,Y,fE) 
is representable. In order to prove this, let (z leEE) be again a collection 
e 
of algebraically independent indeterminates over F. Furthermore, we define 
(p: X x Y -, F (z I eEE) in the following manner: 
e 
I k 2: 0 and e 1 , ... , ek are the edges 
of a path in (Z,E) from x toy, using no point twice}. 
Then (X,Y,¢) is a matrix representation of (X,Y,fE). LINDSTROM [73] 
also proved this result and he showed in addition that each gammoid linking 
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. lxl+IYI 
system (X,Y,fE) is representable over any field F such that !Fl 2 2 . 
To obtain an explicit construction of a matrix-representation we use the 
fact that each strict gammoid linking system is the inverse of a nonsingular 
deltoid linking system (cf. section 4b). So LENSrRA's construction, together 
with a calculation of the inverse of the obtained matrix, yields a 
construction of a matrix representation for gammoid linking systems. 
LINDSTROM [73] also observed the following. Take any directed graph (Z,El and sub-
sets X,Y c Zand let (X,T) be a rnatroi.d, representable over some field F. Let 
1/J: X-+ V be a representation of (X,I) in a vector space V over F. Take 
</>:Xx Y--+ F(zele c E) as described above. Define x: Y--+ V' by 
x(y) I <f,(x,y) •i/J(xl 
XEX 
where V' is the extension of V to a vector space over F(ze[ecE) (x can be con-
ceived as a matrix product). 
Then: 
(i) x i.s a representation of (Y, I *I' ) over F (z [ ecE); 
(ii) if IFI ?.: 2IYI then (Y,I*I'E) is !epresentab~e over F. 

CHAPTER SIX 
POLYMATROIDS AND POLY-LINKING SYSTEMS 
The concept of polymatroid was introduced by EDMONDS [70] as a generali-
zation of the notion of matroid. This chapter will deal with polymatroids 
and with poly-linking systems, a corresponding generalization of linking 
systems. 
In section 6a we present the definition of a polymatroid and of a sub-
modular function and we review some results on polymatroids and submodular 
functions, mainly due to EDMONDS [70]. 
In section 6b we introduce the notions of poly-linking systems and bi-
submodular functions and derive some properties, using a relation between 
poly-linking systems and polymatroids, analogous to the relation between 
linking systems and matroids in the sense of theorem 2.2. Moreover we give 
examples. 
Sections 6c and 6d treat the linking of polymatroids by poly-linking 
systems; this linking i.s an extension of the linking of matroids by linking 
systems as treated in sections 2b and 2c. Finally, in section 6e we extend 
some operations on linking systems (product and union; cf. section 4a) to 
operations on poly-linking systems. 
6a. PRELIMINARIES ON POLYMATROIDS 
As announced we present in this section a short survey of the theory 
of polymatroids and submodular functions; most of the results here are due 
to EDMONDS [70] (for proofs see WELSH [76]). 
The pair (X,P) is a polymatroid if Xis a finite set and Pis a non-
empty compact collection of vectors in JR: such that 
(i) if Os us v E P then u E P; 
(ii) if u, v E P and Jul < !vi then u < w s u v v for some w E P, 
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Here, as usual~ u ~ v means that no coordinate of u is greater than the correspond-
ing coordinate of v; 0 is the all-zero vector, lul is the sum of the coordinates 
of u, and u v v (u Av, respectively) is the supremum (infimum, respectively) of 
u and v (with respect to$). Moreover, u < v iff u $ v and u # v. We identify JR~ 
(the set of functions from X into JR+) with the corresponding set of vectors. 
Let (X,P) be a polymatroid. For u E lRX define the rank of u as 
+ 
r(u) max{ lvl I v E P, v Su}, 
which value exists since Pis compact. It is easy to see that if w s u E lRX 
+ 
and w E P then there is av E P such that w s vs u and r(u) = lvl. 
The maximal vectors in P (with respect to S) are called basis vectors. 
Choosing u E JR! such that v Su for all v E Pone finds that lwl = r(u) for 
each basis vector w of P. Hence all basis vectors have the same modulus. 
Clearly, a polymatroid is determined by its set of basis vectors. A basis 
X 
vector of u E lR+ is a vector w E P such that w s u and r (u) = Jw I. 
A submodular function on a (finite) set Xis a function p: P(X) 
such that 
{i) p(fl)) = O; 
(ii) if X" c X' c X then p(X") s p(X'); 
(iii) if X', X" c X then p(X'f1X") + p(X'UX") $ p(X') + p(X"). 
(This definition is not standard; sometimes only axiom (iii) is required.) 
EDMONDS proved that the following one-to-one relation exists between poly-
matroids (X,P) and submodular functions p on X: 
(i) p(X') = max{u(X') I u E P} is submodular whenever (X,P) is a poly-
matroid; 
(ii) P = {u E lR+X I u(X') s p(X') for all X' c x} 
whenever pis a submodular function on x. 
As usual, u(X') l: u", 
XEX 1 
for u E JR X and X' c X. 
+ 
defines a polymatroid (X,P) 
That is, each polymatroid determines uniquely a submodular function, 
and conversely. If a polymatroid and a submodular function are related as 
above, we shall say that they correspond to each other. 
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Let (X,P) be a polymatroid with corresponding submodular function p. 
From the relation (ii) above it follows that Pis a convex polyhedron in JR:. 
It is possible to express the rank r(u) of elements u E lR! in terms of p: 
r(u) = min (u(X') + p(X\X')). 
x•cx 
Let u E lR~. The restriction of (X,P) to u is the polymatroid (X,Plu) 
where 
Pju {v E P Iv$ u}. 
(It is easy to see that this is again a polymatroid.) The submodular function 
plu corresponding to Plu then is 
(p ju) (X') 
for X' c x. 
min (u(X") + p (X' \X")) 
x"cx• 
Since Pis a convex polyhedron, Pis completely determined by its set 
of vertices. (X,P) (or P) is called integral if each vertex of Pis integer-
valued, i.e. an element of zz:!. EDMONDS showed (by means of the greedy al-
gorithm) that Pis integral iff pis integer-valued, and also iff for each 
X 
u E zz;+ there is a v E P such that: v $ u, r(u) = X V and VE Zi\· 
Obviously, if P is integral and u E 2Z: then also Plu is integral. 
Moreover, in case Pis integral and u E Pis integer-valued then u $ v for 
some integer-valued basis-vector of P. 
Let (X,P1) and (X,P2) be polymatroids, with corresponding submodular 
functions p 1 and p2 , respectively. Let 
Then (X,P1+P 2) is again a polymatroid, with corresponding submodular function 
p 1+p 2 , defined by 
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for X' c X. Therefore, if P 1 and P 2 both are integral then also P 1+P 2 is 
X 
integral. Moreover, in this case if w E P 1 +P 2 and w E 2Z + then w = u + v for 
integer-valued u E P 1 and v E P 2 . In a straightforward way, this notion of 
sum of two polymatroids extends to the sum of more polymatroids. 
One of the most important results in this field is EDMONDS' inter-
section-theorem for polymatroids, yielding properties of the intersect.ton 
P 1 n P 2 . It states, inter alia: 
(i) max{ lul u E P 1 , u E P 2 } min (p 1 (X') + p 2 (X\X')); x•cx 
(ii) if P1 and P 2 are integral, then P 1 n P2 is again a convex polyhedron 
with integer-valued vertices (but, in general, not a polymatroid); 
(iii) (in particular) if P 1 and P 2 are integral, then the maximum in (i) is 
attained by an integer-valued u. 
This theorem has (as yet) no natural generalization to more than two poly-
matroids. 
In what sense is the theory above an extension of matroid theory? Let 
(X,I) be a matroid. The rank function p of this mat.raid is a submodular 
function on X. The corresponding polymatroid is the set of all convex com-
binations of characteristic vectors of independent sets of (X, I) . 
A submodular function p on Xis the rank function of a matroid iff pis 
integer-valued and p(X') ~ IX' I for all X' c X. A polymatroid (X,P) can be 
obtained from a mat.raid in the above manner iff Pis integral and u cs: 1 for 
all u E P. is the all-one vector in JR:.) 
Conversely, each integral polymatroid (X,P), with corresponding sub-
modular function p, determines (but not one-to-one) a mat.raid (X, 1) with 
rank function p', in the following way: 
X' EI iff the characteristic vector of X' is .i.n P, that is 
iff lx"I cs: p(X") for all X" c X'; 
p' (X') (IX'\X"I + p(X")). 
ex' 
'l'h.i.s matroid corresponds (in the above sense) with the restrict.ion of 
(X,P) to L 
Now the union and intersection theorems for mat.raids turn out to be 
special cases of the theorems above. For more results on submodular functions 
and matroids see PYM & PERF.ECT [70], McDIARMID [73,75c], DUNSTAN [76]. 
6b 
6b. POLY-LINKING SYSTEMS AND POLYMATROIDS 
Now we generalize the concept of a linking system to that of a poly-
linking system. 
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DEFINITION 6.1. A poly-linking system is a triple (X,Y,L) where X and Y are 
finite sets and L is a non-empty compact subset of 1t? x lRY such that 
+ + 
(i) if (u,v) E L then Jul - !vi; 
(ii) if (u,v) E L and 0 5 u' 5 u then (u' ,v') E L for some v' 5 v; 
(iii) if (u,v) E L and 0 5 v' 5 V then (u' ,v') E L for some u' 5 u; 
(iv) if (u' ,v•), (u" ,v") E L then there exists a (u,v) E L such that 
u' 5 u 5 u' V UH and v" 5 V 5 v' V vu .. 
This definition will turn out to be an extension of definition 1.1 of a 
linking system. The concept of a linking function is generalized by the 
following definition. 
DEFINITION 6.2. Let X and Y be finite sets. A function :\, P(X) x P(Y) -+ lR+ 
is called bi-submodular (on X and Y) if it has the properties 
(i) :\(0,Yl = A(X,0) = O; 
(ii) if X" c X' c X and Y c Y' c Y then A(X",Y") 5 A(X',Y'); 
(iii) if X', X" c X and Y', Y" c Y then A(X'nX",Y'uY") + A(X'ux",Y'nY") 5 
A (X' , Y') + ii. (X" , Y") • 
Obviously, the linking function of a linking system is bi-submodular. 
Relations between polymatroids, poly-linking systems, submodular and bi-
submodular functions (cf. theorems 1.2 and 2.2) are traced in the following 
theorem. (For di.sjoint sets X and Y we identify 11?UY and ]RX x JRY.) 
+ + + 
THEOREM 6.3. Let X and Y be finite disjoint sets and c E '.I'hen the.re 
exist the following .reJations between the indicated structures. 
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POLYMATROIDS (XUY,P), 
such that (c,Q) is a 
basisvector 
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·SUBMODULAR FUNCTIONS 
p on XUY such that 
u,v EL""""' c-u,v is 
basis vector 
(u,v) is basis vector 
(c-u,v) E L 
A (X', Y') = 
p ( (X\X' )UY') - c(X\X') 
for X'cX,Y'cY 
c(X') $ p(X') for each~ p(X'UY')=A(X\X',Y')+c(X') 
x•cx and p(XUY) = lei. for x•cx,y•cy 
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POLY-LINKING SYSTEMS 
(X,Y,L) such that (u,v) 
















A on X and Y such that 
A(X' ,Y) 5 c(X') for 
each X' c x. 
6b 
PROOF. The vertical arrows on the left (between polymatroids and submodular 
functions) follow from polymatroid theory (cf. section 6a). The lower horizontal 
arrows (between submodular and bi-submodular functions) are easy to check. 
We prove only the relation between polymatroids and pcly-linking systems (the 
upper horizontal arrows); the right vertical arrows then follow. 
Therefore, let (XuY,P) be a polymatroid, with basis vector (c,Q) and define 
L {(u,v) E JR~xJR: I (c-u,v) is a basis vector of (XUY,P)}. 
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We prove that (X,Y,L) is a poly-linking system, such that if (u,v) EL then us c. 
The latter statement is clear; axiom (i) of definition 6.1 follows from the fact 
that all basis vectors of a polymatroid have the same modulus. 
In order to prove axiom (ii), let (u,v) EL and Os u' s u. Hence (c-u,v) E P. 
Since also (c-u',Q) E P there exists a basis vector (c-u",v') such that 
(c-u',Q) s (c-u",v') s (c-u',v) (since the rank of (c-u',v) is lei). Sou'= u", 
(u',v') EL and v' s v. For proving axiom (iii) take (u,v) EL and Os v' s v. 
This means, that (c-u,v) is a basisvector; hence (c-u,v') E P. Since also (c,Q) 
is a basis vector there exists a basis vector (c-u',v") e P such that 
(c-u,v') s (c-u 11 ,v 0 ) s (c,v')~ Therefore v 11 = v', (u 11 ,v 1 ) EL and u 1 :5: u~ 
Finally we prove axiom (iv). Let (u',v') EL and (u",v") EL. That is, (c-u',v') 
and (c-un,vn) are basisvectors of p_ Then (c-(u 1 vu") ,v") 5 (c-un,v 0 ), hence 
there is a basisvector (c-u,v) such that (c-(u'vu"),v") s (c-u,v) s (c-u',v'vv"). 
But then (u,v) E L, u' s us u'vun and v" $ v :::;; v'vv" ~ 
Conversely, let (X,Y,L) be a poly-linking system such that (u,v) EL implies us c. 
Define 
p XUY I { (s,t) E JR+ (s,t) $ (c-u,v) for some (u,v) EL}. 
We prove that (XuY,P) is a polymatroid such that (c,Q) is a basisvector. This last 
is clear, just as the fact that Pis a non-empty compact set satisfying axiom (i) 
of the definition of a polymatroid (section 6a). To prove axiom (ii) let (s,t), 
(s',t') E P such that Isl+ ltl < ls'I + lt'I. We prove that there is a 
(s 91 rt 1111 ) E P such that (s,t) < (s 11 ,tn) $ {svs' ,tvt') _ 
Since (s,t) E P and (s',t') E P we may suppose (by axiom (iii) of definition 
6.1) that (s,t) $ (c-u,t) and (s',t') s (c-u',t') for certain (u,t) EL and 
(u',t') EL. 
By axiom (ii) of definition 6.1 there exists a q st' such that ((c-s)Au',q) EL. 
Applying axiom (iv) on the pairs ((c-s)Au',q) and (u,t) in L yields a pair (u" ,t") 
in L such that 
(c-s) Au's u" s ((c-s)Au')v u (c-s) A (uvu') 
and 
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t S: t n S t V q. 
Now let. sli 1 ::;:.; (c-un) /\ (svs 1 ) ~ Now clearly (s 11 ,tn) £ P since (s 11 rt 0 ) 5 
(C"'-U 11 , t 11 ) i and also 
(observe that s :s: c-u O 1 since u n ::; (c-s) A (uvu'} 5 c-s, and that t II s t v q 
,; t v t'). We prove that (s,t) f. (s",t") by proving that is'I + lt'I <'. 
Is" I + It" I. 
Since {c-s) /\ u' s: u 11 we have c-u 11 :s: s v(c-u;) and hence 
i(c-u") vs v s'I::: i(c-u') v si 
since also s 1 :S: c-u' ~ The latter inequality also implies that 
Is' I '.:'. I (c-u') A (svs') I 
Clearly, 
I ( c-u' ) V s I <; I ( c-u' ) V s V s' I 
Using the property that [xAy[ + [xvy[ [xi + [yl we obtain 
I (c-u') A (svs') I + I (c-u') v (svs') I c; lc-u' I + [svs' I 
and, since s" (c-un)/\ (svs') 
lc-u"[+ svs'[,; l(c-u")v (svs')[ + [s"I. 
Since I u' I It' I and I u" I It" I we have 
I c-u' I + It' I s I c-u" I + It" I . 








We shall say that a poly-linking system and a bi··-submodular functi.on 
correspond with each other if the relation between both is such as indi.cated 
in theorem 6.3. 
Let (X,Y,L) be a poly-linkinq 
function A. Furthermore, let d E 
system with corresponding bi.··submodular 
and e E ii/ . Define• 
+ 
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{ (u,v) E L \ u :S d, v :S e}. 
From definition 6.1 it is clear that (X,Y,L\ (d,e)) is again a poly-
linking system. The corresponding submodular function ii\ (d,e) is given by 




This can be proved straightforwardly in the following way: (i) 71\(d,e) 
(as given above) is bi--submodular; (i.i) the poly-linking system correspond-
ing to A I (d, e) equals (X, Y ,LI (d,e)). 
Define the linking function JI, of (X,Y,L) by 
Jl,(d,e) max{ lu I (u,v) EL, u :S d, V '.'. e}, 
for d E JRX and e E :11?. So (u,v) E L iff Jl,(u,v) 
+ + lul = Iv!. It follows 
from theorem 6.3 that 
;\(X,Y) max{ lul (u,v) E L}. 
Hence 
Jl,(d,e) (A\ (d,e)) (X,Y) min (d(X') + ;\(X\X',Y\Y') + e(Y')) 
x•cx 
y•cy 
ford E and e E 
(X,Y,L) is called integral .if for all (u,v) E L there are C 
and (i = 1, ... ,k, for k) such that i z;,;x 72,y E some u E F +' + 
(i 1, .. ,,k), H. = 1 and l: (ii. u i ,A.Vi) (u,v); that is, each pair in = L 
i l i l l 
i.s a convex combination of integer-·valued pairs in L. 
Choose C E z;:x 
+ 
such that u '.'. C for all (u,v) L, and let p and p be 
L 
related to L (and ;\) and C in the sense of theorem 6.3 (we may suppose that 
X and Y are disjoint). 'I'hen 




is integral and d E 2Z + and e E 2Z + then It follows that. if (X,Y,L) 
(X,Y,LI (d,e)) is again integral 
if (X,Y,L) is integral, 
(since 1cl (d,e) is integer-valued). Therefore, 
9-(d,e) max{ lul I (u,v) EL, u ,,,x y E ""+'VE 2Z+' u :s: d, v :s: e} 
for all d E 2Zx and e E ,zz,Y 
+ + 
(since the polyhedron L (d,e) has its vertices 
Conversely, i.f 9,(d,e) is as above for 
integer-valued since ,\(X',Y') ~ 9,(d,e) for 
all. d E 'ZZ,X and e E 
+x 




d (e, respectively) large enough on X' (Y', respectively) and zero on X\X' 
(Y\Y', respectively)). So in that case (X,Y,L) is integral. Moreover, if 
(X,Y,L) is integral and ), (u2 ,v2) EL are integer-valued then 
u 1 :S: u' 5 u 1 v and v 2 5 v' 5 v 1 v v 2 for some integer-valued (u',v') EL 
(cL the proof of theorem 6.3). 
~rhe linking function ,\ of a linking system always is bi-submodular. 
Obviously, ,\ is the linking function of a linking system (X,Y,A) iff ,\ is 
b.i-·submodular on X and Y, ,\ .is integer-valued and ,\(X' ,Y') :'.'. min{ Ix' , IY' I} 
for all X' c X and Y' c Y. The poly-linking system (X,Y,L) corresponding to 
the linking function of a linking system (X,Y,A) is gi.ven by: (u,v) E Liff 
(u,v) is a convex combination of (characteristic functions of) pairs in A. 
Conversely, each integral poly--linking system (X, Y ,L) determines (but 
not one-to-one) a linking system (X,Y,A) by 
(X',Y') EA iff , ) E L, 
where respectively) is the characteristic function of X' (Y' res-
pectively), for X' c X and Y' c Y. If ,\ is the bi-submodular function corres•·· 
ponding to (X,Y,L) then the linking function of (X,Y,/\) equals>- I ( 
(where respectively) is the one-vector on X (Y respectively)); that is 
for X' c X and Y' c Y. 
min (!X"i + ,\(X'\X ,Y'\Y") + IY" ), 
xu ex i 
y cy• 
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EXAMPLES OF POLY-LINKING SYSTEMS 
We now present some examples of poly-linking systems. We just have seen 
that each linking system (X,Y,A) (with linking function A) yields a poly-
linking system (X,Y,L) (with corresponding bi-submodular function A). 
A second example is an extension of example (2) of section lb (gammoid 
linking systems). Let (Z,E) be a directed graph and let X,Y c Z. Let further-
more be given a "capacity" function c: Z -+ JI\. Define L as the collection 
of all pairs (u,v) E JR! x JR! such that there is a flow in (Z,E), respecting 
the capacity function c, with imput vector u and output vector v. By this is 
meant a "flow" function f: E -+ JR+ such that for all z E Z 
u(z) + I f (z' ,z) v(z) + I f(z,z') s c(z), 
(z' ,z) EE (z,z') EE 
in which we put u(z) = 0 for z E Z\X, and v(z) = 0 for z E Z\Y. For X' c X 
and Y' c Y let A(X',Y') be the maximal flow from X' to Y' subject to the 
capacity restriction c, or, which is the same by the "max-flow min-cut 
theorem" of FORD & FULKERSON [58], the minimal capacity of an (X',Y')-cutset. 
That is 
A(X' ,Y') 
where E(Z') = {zEZ 
min c((X'UE(Z'))\Z'), 
z•cz\Y' 
(z ' , z) E E for some z' E: z ' } . 
Now (X,Y,L) is a poly-linking system with corresponding bi-submodular 
function A. 
In order to prove this, first observe that A as given above is bi-submodular (cf. 
the proof in example (2) of section lb). For d E :11? and e E JRY define 
+ + 
!(d,e) min (d(X') + A(X\X',Y\Y') + e(Y')). 
xfcx 
yicy 
Let (X,Y,L') be the poly-linking system corresponding with A. We show that L' L. 
That is, we show that 
!(d,e) le I iff (d,e) E L, 
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X 
for all d JR+ and e f Now 1 as Cd11 brc; seen easily (using thl~ max-flow JT1in-cut 
theorem), l(d,e) equals the maximal flow from X to Y respecting the capacity 
function con Z, and also respecting the functions don X and eon Y~ Hence 
ic(d,e) = !di = lei iff (d,e) c L. 
Clearly, if c is integer-valued then also A is integer-valued and 
hence (X,Y,L) is integral. 
As special cases of this example we have, inter alia: 
(i) Let (Z,E) be a digraph and let X and Y be disjoint subsets of Z. Then 
the function A given by 
A(X' ,Y') maximal number of edge-disjoint paths from X' to Y' 
(X'cX,Y'cY) is bi-submodular on X and Y. 
'rhis can be seen by inserting new points on the edges of (Z, E) , giving these new 
points a capacity 1, and giving the other po.ints a large capacity (e.g~ .larger 
than the degree)~ Now ,\ (X 1 , Y';) as defined above equals the maximal value of a 
flow from X I to Y I respecting the capaci ti Gs, and therefore A is bi-subrnodular. 
By .MENGER's theorem A(X',Y') equals the minimal cardinality of an 
(X', Y' )-edge cutset. 
The collection L of the corresponding poly-linking system (X,Y,L) con-
sists of all pairs (u,v) E :nl x JRY such that there is a flow in (Z,E), 
+ + 
with input vector u and output vector v, which is not great.er than 1 in 
any edge. 
(ii) Let (X,Y,E) be a bipartite graph. Vectors u E and VE are 
matched in E if there exists a "flow" function f: E ---> JR such that 
+ 




for x EX and y E Y. It follows easily from HALL's marriage theorem 
(cf. MIRSKY [71] or M:DIARMID [75c]) tbat. u and v are matched in E iff 
lu I = lvl and u(X') $ v(E(X')) for all X' c X. Now let d Em: and e E 
and put 
L [(u,v) c Ifl.X x Ifl.Y I u and v are matched in E and u $ d, v $ e}. 
+ + 
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Then (X,Y,L) is a poly-linking system, with corresponding bi-submodular 
function A given by 
A(X' ,Y') min (d(X'\X") + e(E(X") n Y')). 
X"cX' 
If d E z? and e E '?l.Y then (X, Y ,L) is integral. 
+ + 
For other types of linking in graphs yielding poly-linking systems, cf. 
WOODALL [75]. 
6c. THE LINKING OF POLYMATROIDS AND POLYLINKING SYSTEMS 
Theorem 2.3 and 2.5 exhibit the linking of matroids by linking systems; 
the present section is devoted to "poly"-extensions of these theorems. 
First we extend theorem 2.3. 
THEOREM 6.4. Let (X,Y,L) be a poly-linking system (with corresponding bi-
submodular function A) and let (X,Pl be a polymatroid (with corresponding 
submodular function p). Define furthermore 
P*L {vi (u,v) E L for some u E P}. 
Then (Y,P*L) is again a polymatroid, with corresponding submodular function 
P*A given by 
for Y' c Y. 
min(p(X\X') + A(X',Y')) 
x•cx 
If P and Lare integral then also P*L is integral; in that case moreover, 
if v E P*L is integer-valued then (u,v) EL for some integer-valued u E P. 
y 
PROOF. Define for each v E JR+ 
Pv = {u I (u,v') E L for some v' ,; vl. 
Sou E Pv if and only if (Al (u,v)) (X,Y) = lul, that is, if and only if 
u(X'),; min (A(X',Y') + v(Y\Y')) 
Y'cY 




~ min (,\(X',Y') + v(Y\Y')) 
Y'cy 
ex), we find that pv is submodular and by (*) the corresponding poly-
matroid equals (XrPv). 
Now we arrive at a series of equivalent assertions. First let v £ P * L~ This is 
equivalent to 
I v I 5 max ( I u I I u C p ' V U C p}. 
By the intersection theorem for polymatroids this is the same as 
6c 
!vi ::: min 
x1 cx 
(X') + p(X\X')) min (p(X\X') + ,\(X',Y') + v(Y\Y')). 
x'cx,Y 1 cy 
Let. p *Abe as given above~ Then the inequality passes into 
That is 
!vi 5 min ( (p*A) (Y') + v(Y\Y')). 
yicy 
v(Y' l ~ (p*A) (Y') 
for each Y~ c Y~ 
So we have proved 
v c P *· Ls:=.. v(Y' l :s (p*,\)(Y') for all Y' c Y. 
S.ince clearly p * A is submodular, P *Land p * A form a corresponding pair of a 
polymatroi.d and a submodular function~ 
If P and L are integral then p and A are integer-valued and hence p * ), is integer-· 
valued; hence also P * L .is integral. Moreover if v r:: P ·k L and v is integer-
valued then p v is integer-valued and hence P v j s integral. Then, again by the poly-
matroid-··intersection theorem, the maximum in (**) is attained at an integer-valued 
u; so (u,v) c Landu E P for some integer-valued u. D 
As said before, theorem 2.3 is a special case of theorem 6.4. Other 
corollaries are the following results of MCDIARMID [75c]. 
COROLLARY 6Aa (MCDIARMID [75c]). Let (X, Y ,E) be a bipart.ite graph and 
let (X ,P) be a po.Iymatroid. Let Q be the set of vectors v E such that 
for some u E P the vectors u and v are matched in E. Then (Y,Q) is again a 
polymatroid, w.ith correspond.ing submodul.ar function o given by 
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cr(Y') 
for Y' c Y, where pis the submodular function corresponding with (X,P). If 
Pis integral then also Q is integral; in that case for each integer-valued 
v E Q there is an integer-valued u E P such that u and v are matched in E. 
PROOF. Apply theorem 6.4 to the last example of section 6b; we have to give integer-
valued, sufficiently large capacities (e.g. large>r than p (x)) to the vertices of 
the bipartite graph. 0 
It follows that, given a bipartite graph (X,Y,E) and a polymatroid (X,P) 
(with corresponding submodular function p), a vector v E lR! is the output 
vector of a flow in (X,Y,E) with input vector u in P if and only if 
for all Y' c Y. MCDIARMID [75c] called this result "Rado's theorem for 
polymatroids". 
Replacing the bipartite graph by a network we obtain 
COROLLARY 6.4b. (MCDIARMID [75c]). Let (Z,E) be a dig-raph and let c E lRZ. 
+ 
Let furthermore X, Y c Zand let (X,P) be a polymatroid, with corresponding 
submodular function p, such that ux ~ ex for all u E P and x EX. Let Q be 
the set of output-vectors v in JR! of flows respecting the capacity c and 
having input-vector in P. Then (Y,Q) is a polymatroid, with corresponding 
submodular function a given by 
cr(Y') 
for Y' c Y. 
min (p(X\(E(Z')UZ')) + c(E(Z')\Z')), 
Z'cZ\Y' 
Furthermore, if c is integer-valued and Pis integral then Q is integral, 
and each integer-valued v E Q is the output-vector of a flow with integer-
valued input-vector u E P. 
PROOF. Apply theorem 6.4 to the network-example in section 6b. 0 
Let the data of corollary 6.4b be given. 
Since, for v £ m!, 
v(Y'),; min (p(X\(E(Z')UZ')) + c(E(Z')\Z')) 
z•cz\Y' 
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for each YI c Y, if and only i.£ 
v(Y\Z') ;; p(X\(E(Z')uZ')) + c(E(Z')\Z')) 
for each Z' c Z, it follows that v e Q if and only if 
v(YnZ') $ p((XnZ')\E(Z\Z')) + c(Z'nE(Z\Z')) 
for all Z' c Z (cf. theorem 6 of McDIARMID [75c]). 
Using the polymatroid-intersection theorem we obtain easily the follow-
ing extension of theorem 2.5. 
'fiIEOREM 6.5. Let (X,Y,L) be a poly-linking system (with corresponding bi-
submodular function A) and let (X,P) and (Y,Q) be polymatroids (with corres-
ponding submodular functions p and 0, Eespectively). Then 
max{lul I u E P, (u,v) EL, v E Q} 
min (p(X\X') + )l(X',Y') + o(Y\Y')). 
x'cX,Y'cY 
Furthermore, .if P, L and Q are integral then the maximum is attained by 
integer-valued u and v. 
PROOF'. An easy application of the polymatroid-intersection theorem to the poly·· 
matroids (Y,P*L) and (Y,Q) yields 
max{lvl I u E P, (u,v) EL, v E Q} max{lvl I v E P *Land v E Q} 
min ((p*,\) (Y') + cr(Y\Y')) 
yicy 
min (p(X\X') + ,\(X',Y') + o(Y\Y')) 
x 1 cx,y 1 cy 
If P, Land Qare integral then P *Lis integral, hence, again by the polymatroid-
int.ersection theoremr the maxi.mum is attained by an integer-valued v. By theorem 
6. 4 for such v there exists an integer-valued u E P such that (u, v) E L. O 
Clearly, theorem 2.5 follows from this theorem. Another consequence is 
the following result of MCDIARMID 75c]. 
COROLLARY 6. Sa. (Jvk::DIARMID [75c]l Let (Z,E) be a digraph and let c E Let 
furthermore (Z,P) and (Z,Q) be polymatroids (111ith corresponding submodular 
functions panda, respectively) such that u :Sc and v :Sc for all u E P and 
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v E Q. Then the maximal. modul.us Jul of an input-vector u E P of a fl.ow, 
respecting the capacity c and having output-vector v E Q, equals 
min (p(Z\(E(Z')uZ')) + c(E(Z')\Z') + <J(Z')). 
Z'cZ 
Furthermore, if c is integer-valued and P and Q are integral. then the max.i-
mum is attained bi, .integer-valued u and v. 
PROOF. Insert the network-example in theorem 6.5. The expression for the minimum 
above is obtained by interchanging the order of minima. 0 
6d. EXCHANGING IN LINKED POLYMA'fROIDS 
Axiom (iii) of definition 1.1, theorem 2.4 and theorem 2.6 together are 
chain-wise connected by implications: axiom (iii) follows from theorem 2.4, 
which itself follows from theorem 2.6. At the other harid, axiom (iii) was 
used in proving theorem 2.4, and this theorem itself was used in proving 
theorem 2.6. We proceed in the same manner to obtain the following generali-
zation of 2.6. 
THEOREM 6.6. Let (X,Y,L) be a poly-linking system and let (X,P) and (Y,Q) be 
polymatroids. Furthermore, let (u1 ,v1 ), (u2 ,v2 ) EL such that u 1 , E P and 
r= Q. Then there are u' E P and v' E Q such that (u' ,v') E L, 
u' 5 u 1 v u 2 , v' 5 v 1 v v 2 , u' is a basis vector of u' v u 1 and v' .i.s a basis 
vector of v' v v2 • 
If P, L and Q are integral and u 1 , u 2 , v 1 , v 2 are integer-valued we can 
have also u' and v' .inteqer-va.J.ued. 
PROOF. The proof follows the same steps as the proofs of the theorem 2.4 and 2.6. 
(i) We first prove the following generalization of theorem 2.4: 
Let (X,Y,L) be a poly-linking system and let (X,P) be a polymatroid; further-
more, let 
( u 1 , v 1 ) E L such that u 1 E P, u ~ ~ u 1 v u 2 r v 2 s v' ::; v 1 v v 2 and u I is a 
basisvector of u~ v u 1 in (XrP). In case P and Lare integral and u 1 r u 2 , v 1 , 
v 2 are integer-valued we can have also u' and v 1 integer-valued. 
To prove th.i.s 1 we may suppose that u ~ u 1 v u 2 for all u E P. 
Let vi be a basisvector of v 1 v v 2 in the polymatroid (Y rP*L) (cf. theorem 
6.4) such that v 2 s v 1 • Choose ur E P such that (u 1 ,v') E Land Ju 1 /\u 1 I is as 
large as possible. 
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We are ready if we have proved that uf is a basisvector of u. 1 v u 1 in (X,P); 
suppose to the contrary that u' < u" ~ u' V ul for some u H E P. 
Since (u!' E L a v" ~ V 1 
exists such that 
there exists a (uui ,vti1) ( L such that 
u" 
and 
Now from un £ P it follows that um E P and hence v 111 E P * La As v' is a 
basisvector of v 1 v v 2 in (Y,P*L) and 
we have v 1 vm. But 
contradicting the maximality of lu'Au 1 I. 
If P and Lare integral a.nd u. 1 ,v1 ,u2 ,v2 are integer--valued we can choose 
u 1 ,vi ,un ,v 11 ,um ,v 111 above integer-valued {cf. section 6b) .. 
(ii) We now prove theorem 6 a6. We may suppose that u ::;; u 1 V u 2 for all u E P and 
that v ~ v 1 v v 2 for all v c Q. 
Let (u' rvi} E L be such that u 1 E P, v' E Q, u 1 is a basisvector of u' v l!l 
and !v 1 A v 2 1 is as large as possible. 
We are ready if we have proved that v 1 is a basisvector of v 1 v v 2 in the 
polymatroid {Y,Q); suppose to the contrary that vr < v" __ vr v v 2 for some 
VH E Q" 
S.ince v 2 E P * L also v II A v 2 c P 7.· L 1 
(.i), applied to (u 1 ,v 1 ) and (uH yVn 
E L for ll 11 c P. .From 
it follows that (u ;Vm) E L exists 
such that um E P, um is a busisvector of u' v um in (X,P) and 
v111 $: (vn V v' v". 
Since v 11 Q also vm f'. Q. The facts that um .i.s a basisvector of u 1 v u 111 
and that· u I is a basisvcctor of u I v u 1 im_pl'/ that um is a hasisvector of 
contradicting the maximality of I v 1 /\v 2 j • 
If Pf L and Q are integral and u 1 , v 1 , u 2 , v 2 are integer-valued we can choose 
u 1 ~ v', un, v 11 , u' 11 , v 111 integer~+valued. [] 
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As a consequence we have the following. Let (X,Y,L) be a poly-linking 
system and let (X,P) be a polymatroid. Let furthermore v 0 be a basisvector 
of (Y,P*L), and (u0 ,v0 J EL with u0 E P. Define 
P0 (u E P I u 0 is a basis vector of u v u 0 }. 
Po*L. 
6e. 'rHE PRODUCT AND SUM OF POLY-LINKING SYSTEMS 
Finally we extend some operations on linking systems, namely the pro-
duct and union (section 4a), to operations on poly-linking systems. 
THEOREM 6.7. Let (X,Y,L 1 ) and (Y,Z,L 2 J be poly-linking systems, with corres-
ponding bi-su.bmodular .functions A1 and A2 • Def.ine 
{ (u,w) (u,v) E and (v,w) E for some v}. 
Then (X,Z,L 1*L2 ) is again a poly-·Linkfng system, with corresponding 
bi-submodular function given by 
for X'cX and Z'cZ. 
and 
(X' ,z•) min(A 1 (X',Y') + A2 (Y\Y',Z')) y•cy 
are integral then also L 1*L2 is integral. 
!:B.<::>S!.l:'.· Al * A2 as defined above clearly is bi-submodular. Let (X,Z,L) be the 
corresponding poly-linking system. We prove that L 1 ,, L2 = L. Define for u c 
a polymatroid (Y,Pu) by 
p 
u 
{v E lRY I (u' ,v) 
+ 
The corresponding submodular function pu is given by 
p (Y' )~ 
u ex (u(X\X') + Al (X', Y')) 
z 
for Y I c Y ~ Similarly 1 define for H c JR+ a polymatroid by 
~ {v c JR: I {v,w 1 ) £ L 2 for some w' wl. 
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The corresponding submodular function aw is given by 
Cl (Y') 
w 
for Y' c Y. Now (u,w) E L 1 * L 2 if and only if the polymatroids Pu and Qw have a 
common vector v, such that [ u [ ; [ v [ ; [ w [ • By EDMONDS' intersection theorem for 
polyrnatroids the latter is the case iff 
min(p (Y') + Cl (Y\Y')) 2'. [u[ [w[. 
y1cy U w 
But this is true i_f and only if I u [ lwl and for all X' c X and Z' c Z we have 
By definition of L, this implies and is implied by: (u,w) E L. 
In case , 1 and , 2 are integer-valued >. 1 * , 2 is again integer-valued. [J 
6e 
If L 1 and L2 are integral and (u,w) E L 1*L2 is integer-valued, then 
(u,v) E L 1 and (v,w) E L2 for some integer-valued v (this follows also from 
EDMONDS' theorem). 
We call the poly-linking system (X,z,L 1*L2 ) the product of (X,Y,L 1 ) and 
(Y,Z,L 2 ). 'I'he sum of the poly-linking systems (X,Y,L 1) and (X,Y,L 2 ) is the 
system (X,Y,L 1+L2), where, as usual, 
The fact that (X,Y,L 1+L 2 ) is again a poly-linking system is stated in 
the following theorem. 
THEOREM 6.8. Let (X,Y,L 1 ) and (X,Y,L 2 ) be poly-linking systems (with corres-
ponding bi-submodular functions Al and A2 , respectively). Then (X,Y,L 1+L 2 ) 
again is a poly-.linking system, w.ith corresponding bi··-submodular function 
Al + A2" If L1 and L2 are integral then al.so L1 + L2 is integral. 
PROOF. Left to the reader (cf. theorem 4. 2) . [j 
Again, .i .. f L 1 and L2 are integral and (u,v) E L 1 + L 2 is integer-valued, 
then (u,v) ~ (u 1+u2 ,v1+v2 ) for integer-valued (u 1 ,v1) E L 1 and (u 2 ,v2) E L 2 . 
CHAPTER SEVEN 
ALGORITHMS 
An important motivation for investigating matroids comes from combi-
natorial optimization. In fact, matroids are characterized as those struc-
tures for which the greedy algorithm always yields optimal solutions. 
ED.MONDS [70] showed that there exists also a good algorithm (i.e. an algo-
rithm such that the required number of elementary steps is bounded by a 
polynomial in the size of the problem) that finds an optimal common in-
dependent set in two matroids. Since each linking system may be understood 
as a matroid with a fixed base (theorem 2.2) it is not surprising that also 
for certain optimization problems involving linking systems there are good 
algorithms. 
In this chapter we give one, rather general, good algorithm, handling 
the following cascade problem. Let (x 1 ,x2 ,J\ 1) , ... , 1 ) be linking 
systems and let (X 1 ,I) and (Xk,J) be matroids. Furthermore, let "weight" 
functions w 1 : --+ JR, •.• ,wk: Xk -+ JR be given. 'rhe problem which the al-
gorithm solves is: given a natural numbers, find a k-tuple (Xj,--.,~) 
such that: 
(i) 
(ii) I E 
I I I; 
E J; 
(iii) (X1, , ... ,(Xl~-l'~) E 1\_ 1 : 
(iv) (Xi) + ... + is as small as possible. 
In particular, the algorithm determines whether a k-tuple with the 
properties (i), (ii) and (iii) exists. Note that weights may be negative, 
and that the algorithm also can be used to find maxi.mum weighted k-tuples. 
In a simple way other good algorithms can be deduced from this algorithm, 
e.g. for the following problems. 
(a) Given matroids (X,I) and (Y,J) and a linking system (X,Y,J\), find sets 
X' EI and Y' e J such that (X',Y') E J\ and [X' I is as large as possible 
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(cf. theorem 2.5). 
(b) Given a matroid (X,I), a linking system (X,Y,A) and a subset Y' of Y, 
determine whether Y' E I*A (cf. theorem 2.3). 
(c) Given linking systems (X,Y,A 1) and (Y,z,A2) and subsets X' c X and 
Z' c Z, determine whether (X',Z') E A1*A2 (cf. theorem 4.1). 
(d) Given linking systems (X,Y,A 1) and (X,Y,A 2) and subsets X' c X and 
Y' c Y, determine whether (X',Y') E A1 v A2 (cf. theorem 4.2). 
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(e) Given rnatroids (X1 ,I 1), •.• ,(Xm,Im), find Xi E 1 , ... ,X~ E Im such that 
... ux~I is as large as possible (matroid partition; EDMONDS [67b], 
cf. KNUTH [73], GREENE & MAGNANTI [74]). 
(f) Given matroids (X,1) and (X,J), find an X' E I n J such that IX' I is as 
la.rge as possible (matroid intersection; :EDMONDS [ 70]) . 
(g) Given matroids (X, I) and (X,J) and a function w:X --r JR, find an 
X' E. In J such that w(X') is as large as possible (EDMONDS [70], 
LAWLER [70,75a]). 
(h) Given matroids (x,1 1), ... ,(x,Im)' (x,J1), .. .,(x,Jn) and real-valued 
functions 
E 
, ... ,vn on X, find pairwise disjoint sets 
and, similarly, pairwise disjoint sets 
E J such that 
n 
c i) x 1 u ..• u , '·" x ~· u •.. u " ; 
(i.i) u1 ') + ..• + um (X~1) + v 1 (x1•) + ... + vn ") is as large as possible 
(KROGDAHL [74,76a]). 
In order to obtain from our algorithm an algorithm for this last problems first 
make disjoint copies Y11 ~.,,Ym 1 z 1 ,~".,Z0 of X. Let (Y 1 u" .. UYmrX~i\1.) be the link-
ing system obtained from the bipartite graph ... uYm,x,E 1 ) which arises by 
joining each element of Y1 u ... uYm with the corresponding element in X by an edge. 
Similarly, let (x,z 1u ... uzn,A 2 ) be the linking system obtained from the bipartite 
graph ... uzn,E 2 ) which arises by joining each element of X with the corres-
ponding elements in 
systems is 








Form, in the obvious way, on ... UYm the disjoint sum of the matroids 
(X, , ••• , (X, Im), and similarly, form on z 1 u... the disjoint sum of the matro.ids 
(x,J1), ... , (X,Jn). Furthermore, define the real···valued functions w1 on 
and w3 on ... uzn by taking the disjoint unions of -u1 , . ~ ~ r -um and of .-~v 1 , ~ .. 1 -v n y 
respectively. Finally, let w2 be the zero function on X. Now our cascade algorithm 
applied to this structure gives an answer to problem (h). 
Clearly, KROGDAHL's algorithm for problem (h) also solves (f) and (g). 
KROGDAHL's algorithm has been of great help in forming our algorithm for the 
cascade problem; some of his terminologies and ideas has been taken over. 
Actually, it can be shown that, conversely, KROGDAHL's algorithm gives an 
answer to the cascade problem. 
Briefly we mention some aspects of combinatorial optimization which are 
relevant in the present approach; for a good survey on this subject we refer 
to the recent book of LAWLER [76]. 
A rather classical algorithm in discrete optimization (sometimes attri-
buted to BALL [ 56 J or to FORD & FuLKERSON [ 56]) is the one for finding a 
matching with maximum cardinality in a bipartite graph. 
This algorithm is based on the following step. Let E' c Ebe a matching in the bi-
partite graph (XrY,E) ~ say between X' and Y1 ~ Turn the direction of the arrows 
in E' (i.e. they now have tail in Y' and head in X') , and leave the direction of 
the other arrows in E unchanged. Find a path Pin the so-obtained digraph, be-
ginning in (some point of) X\X' and ending in Y\Y'. The symmetric difference of E' 
and (the set of edges in) Pis a matching with cardinality one greater than [E' I. 
If no such path P exists, E 1 has maximum cardinality. 
This algorithm has been extended in (at least) three directions, namely 
to qood alg·orithms for finding maximum: 
(a) matchings in an arbitrary (undirected) graph (EDMONDS [65b]); 
(b) common independent sets in two matroids (EDMONDS [70J); 
(c) collections of disjoint paths between two specified subsets of a direct-
ed graph (FORD P, FULKERSON [56]). 
Since the third extension is of special interest for linking systems we give! in 
brief 1 the basic step of this algorithm. Let be given a directed graph G :::c (Z1E) 1 
subsets x 1 c x c z and y 1 c y c z and a collection IT of disjoint path:::.> from X' to 
Y', such that [X' I = [Y' I [ n \. we may assume that each point:, of G has either 
in-degree 1 or out-degree l ~ Let G1 be the graph arising from G by reversj_nq the 
direction of the edges occurin~r in paths of IT {and by leavinq the r8ma.ininq ed0es 
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unchanged). Find a pa.th P in G1 from X\X' to Y\Y' ~ Then th<.2 symmetric difference 
of the sets of edges in Hand in P forms a set of edges of a path collection l! 1 
(between X and Y) such that I IT' I 
maximum cardinality. 
111 I + 1. If no such path P exists, :: has 
7 
Also good algorithms for finding optimal weighted solutions for the 
problems (i), (ii) and (iii) above have been found. 
Very often a step in the algorithm consists of finding a path P from a 
subset X to a subset Yin a directed graph (Z,E) with weight function 
w: Z ->- JR, such that w(P) is as small as possible (where w(P) is the sum 
of the weights of the vertices occurring in P). Evidently, an algorithm 
using such a step can only be good if there is a good algorithm for finding 
such a path. In case (Z,E) has no (directed) cycles C with negati.ve weight 
w(C), there is indeed a good algorithm to this purpose, namely the Bellman-
Ford algorithm (cf. BELLMAN [58] and FORD [56]). 
1rhis algorithm runs as follows~ Define for i 1, 2, . . . the function f, : Z -+ 1R u 
:,_ 
fi (z) inf {w(P) I Pis a path from X to z with at most i points} 
for z E Z. Let zl ; n. Clearly, if fn(z) ~ 00 there is no path from X to z. If 
f 0 (z) of- ca, the functions fn and w together detennine a path from X to z with mini-
mal weight (in case the digraph has no negative cycles). Now calculate fi inducti-
vely. In case i = 1 we have, obviously, f 1 (z) = w(z) if z E X and f 1 (z) = 00 if 




min{fi_ 1 (z), min (fi_ 1 (z')+w(z))). 
(z' ,z) EE 
for z E Z. For directed graphs without negative cycles this algorithm finds paths 
with minimal weight. In particular, the algorithm determines r-1hether a path from X 
to any vertex exists. The algorithm is good as long as there is a good algorithm 
for determining whether there is an edge from one point to another~ 
We now turn our attention to the algorithm for a weighted cascade of 
linking systems. First we observe that it does not matter, from the point of 
view of good algorithms, whether a linking system is given by its set A of 
linked pairs or by its linking function A. As can be seen easily, there is 
a good algorithm for determining a specific value of A whenever there is a 
good algorithm for determining whether a certain pair is in A, and conver-
sely. Above we saw that there are indeed crood algorithms to determ.ine whether 
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a certain pair is a linked pair of a deltoid or gammoid linking system, 
given the bipartite or directed graph, respectively. Also, given a matrix, 
a good algorithm (transforming it into echelon form) exists to determine 
whether a given submatrix is nonsingular. 
We recall some results of chapter 3, in a somewhat different termino-
logy. Let M = (X, 1) be a .matroid and let B be a base of M. The dependence 
graph of M with respect to B .is the bipartite graph G =· (B,X\B,E) in which 
(x,y) E E iff (B\{x})u{y} .is a base of M 
for x EB and y c X\B. Clearly, G is the "underlying graph of the linking 
system corresponding with the matroid M with fixed base B". According to 
theorem 2.2, the theorems 3.3 and 3.2 assert the following: 
(i) if there is exactly one matching in G between B' c B and C' c X\B, then 
(B\B') u C' is a base of M; 
(.i.i) if B' c B, C' c: X\B and (B\B') u C' is a base of M then there exists a 
matching in G between B' and C' • 
The second result was first obtained by BRUALDI [69 J; both results were 
also found, .independently, by :KROGDAHL [75]. 
Now, let (\.'X.i+l'Ai) be linking systems, for i = 1, ... ,k-1, and let 
(X 1 ,I) and (~ 1 ]) be matroids. Furthermore, let weight functions wi: xi_,_ JR 
(i = 1, ... ,k) be given. Without loss of generality we may suppose that 
x1, ... ,~ are pairwise disjoint. 
For a k-tuple X' = (x1, ... ,~) with xi c x1 , ... ,xk c xk, define w(X') 
by 
An s-solution is a k--tuple X' 
(.i) 
(ii) 
s ~ I xi I = 
X' E 1 X' c: ],· 1 . ' k 
1, ... ,k--·l. 
An s-soluti.on X• .is minimum .if w (X') is as small a.s possible for s--
solutions. 'l'he problem for which we give an algorithm is to find, for each 
s ~ 0, a minimums-solution. 
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Clearly, it is easy to find a minimum 0-solution; the only one is 
(0, ... ,0). Suppose now, we have found a minimums-solution X' 
we give an algorithm for finding a minimum (s+1)-solution. To this end we 
define a directed graph on X ~ x 1 u .•• u ¾· 
7 
Since (X1,xi+l) E /ii' we can make the dependence graph Gi of the matroid 
underlying (Xi,Xi+l 'Ai) with respect to the base (Xi \Xi) u XL+l (for 
i = 1, •.. ,k-1). Moreover, let the bipartite graphs G0 = (Xi,x 1\xi,E0 ) and 
Gk= (Xk\~,~,Ek) be defined by 
iff 
iff (~\{y}) U {x} E J 
for X E ¾ \Y"k and y E x;.. That is, GO is the dependence graph of the s-
truncation of the matroid cx 1, I) with respect to the base x;' and Gk is t:.he 
nconverseu of the dependence graph of the s-truncation of the matroi.d (Xk ,]) 
wi.th respect to the base~- Let. G be the union (on the vertex set 
X = x1 u u ¾:l of the graphs G0 , G1, ... ,Gk-l'Gk. The general form of thi.s 
graph ls shown in the figure, where each arrow stands for possible edges in 
the respective graphs. 
_,.--, X' GO 
1 
Xl 
l '-..A i X' Gl ~ 2 
x2 
! ~ t ~ X' G2 ' 3 X3 ~ t 
G3 
+ l xk··l Gk-·2 Xk-1 ~ 
l 
........_fl 














for i = 1, ••• ,k. Let P be a directed path (or cycle) in G (i.e. without re-· 
peated vertices). Define the k-tuple X• I:, P = (Xi'• ••• ,~') by 
(X~\{xEX! j x occurs in P}) u {xEX.\X~ I x occurs in P} 
l. l. l. l. 
for i 1, ... ,k. Let v(P) be equal to 
v(P) = l v(x). 
X in p 
So we have w(X'L'.P) = w(X') + v(P). 
In order to apply the Bellman-Ford algorithm to the digraph G with 
weight function v we have to prove that G has no negative cycles. 
PROPOSI'.1.'ION. G has no cycle C such that: v(C) < 0. 
PROOF. Suppose C is a cycle in G such that v(C) < 0, and that C has as few points 
as possible. Then X• 6 C is ans-solution, contradicting the fact that w(X') is as 
small as possible for s-solutions. That X• 1, C is ans-solution can be proved by 
observing that, for each i ; 0, ... ,k, the arrows i.n C from Gi form a unique match-
Ing between tJ1e set of tails and the set of heads of those arrows (if the matching 
is not unique, there would exist a smaller negative cycle)~ Now theorem 3~3, in 
the form given above, implies that X' 1, C is ans-solution. O 
Finally we present our 
ALGORITHM t:o find a minimum ( s+ l.) ···solution, given the minimum s-sol ution 
Step 1. Find a path P = (x0 , ••• ,xp) in G such that 
(i) E \ciJXl and E Xk\ctj~; 
(.i.i) v(P) is as small as possible for paths w.ith property (.i); 
(iii) each ("cut off") path P' = (x0 , ... , 
to Y'k \d 1xk, where O s i. s 
Step 2. X' to P is a min.imum ( s+ 1) -sol ut.i 011. 
,xj+l'"""'xp) from 
j s p, has v(P') > v(P). 
Usi.ng the good Bellman-Ford algorithm step 1 can be carried out within 
polynom.i.al ti.me (provided there .i.s a good algorithm for determin.i.ng whether 
pai.r i.s in 
ti.vely). 
(i = 1, ... ,k-1), and whether a set is .i.n I, or in J respec-
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PROOF OF THE CORRECTNESS OF THE ALGORITHM. To prove correctness it is sufficient 
to establish the following two assertions: 
(a) if P = (x0 , ••• ,xp) is a path from x 1 \dzXi to ¾ \d;~ without ( "cut off") 
paths P' = (x0 , ••• ,xi-l'xj+l'"""'xp) such that O $ i $ j $ p and v(P') $ v(P) 
then X' 6 Pis an (s+l)-solution; 
(b) if X" is an (s+l)-solution then there is a path P from x1\ciIX! to ¾\ci;Xk 
such that v(P) $ w(X") - w(X'). 
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Proof of (a). Let P = (x0 , •.• ,xp) be a path from x 1\clixl to Xk\cl;Xk without cut off 
paths. Now, for i = O, •.• ,k, the arrows in P from Gi form a unique matching between 
the set of tails and the set of heads of those arrows (otherwise, as can be checked 
easily, there would exist a negative cycle or a cut off path; note that x 0 and xp 
are the only points of Pin x 1\ci1xi and ¾\ci;~• respectively). Theorem 3.3 in the 
form given above implies that X' 6 Pis an (s+l)-solution. 
Proof of (b). Let X" = (X~,--.,~) be an (s+l)-solution. Now, for i = 1, ... ,k-1, 
according to theorem 3.2, there is a matching in Gi between (Xi+l\Xi+l) U (Xi\X1) 
and (X1'.i-1\Xi+!) u (Xi\xr>_- Take XO E Xi'\dzXi and xp E ~•\cR,JXk. Again by theorem 
3.2 there are matchings in G0 and in Gk, between Xi\X1 and x1\(Xiu{x0}), and be-
tween Xk\(~u{xp}) and Xk\~, respectively. These matchings together form a di-
graph, consisting of a path P from x0 to xp, and a number of disjoint cycles, say 
c 1, .•• ,ct. Obviously 
Since G has no negative cycles it follows that v(P) $ w(X") - w(X'). D 
We remark that in case (Xi,xi+l'Ai) is a deltoid or gammoid linking 
system we may replace Gi by the bipartite or directed graph with the direc-
tion of some of the arrows reversed (just as in the algorithms of HALL and 
FORD & Fur.KERSON, see above). The algorithm above, applied to a cascade of 
one bipartite graph with matroids on both sides (with weight functions the 
all zero functions, for instance) then passes into an algorithm developed 
by AIGNER & DoWLING [71a] (cf. VAN LINT [74], where one of the matroids is 
trivial). In the case of a directed graph medium as a linking system it is 
possible to give the points (or the edges) of the digraph non-negative 
"cost" values, and then to search for s-solutions such that the sum of the 
weights and costs in all points passed through is as small as possible. The 
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